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Where were you before attending Maine Law? 
I spent five years in Montana completing my first 
degree, working at a French Bistro, skiing, and hiking. 
Why did you choose Maine Law?
I had been away from (Maine) and my family for 
nearly eight years, so I felt that it was time to come 
home.
How did Maine Law’s experiential learning 
opportunities impact you?
I certainly found the clinics to be Maine Law’s 
strength. You can take all the classes you want, but 
you really get a head start when you learn how 
to work with clients and with other colleagues. 
My time at the Refugee and Human Rights Clinic 
(RHRC) was the gateway into a career that I did 
not previously know existed – an international 
resettlement consultant for the United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees. Everyday with UNHCR I 
used the interviewing and writing skills that I learned 
in the RHRC. 
Were there faculty members who were particularly 
influential?
Absolutely – Professor Anna Welch was more than 
a professor; she was a mentor to each and every 
one of her students, especially those of us fortunate 
enough to spend a semester in the RHRC clinic. 
Professor Welch believes in her students and sees 
each one as an individual with separate and distinct 
qualities. Even after graduating, I always feel that 
I can reach out to Professor Welch for advice and 
assistance with my career goals. 
Can you share a memorable moment at Maine Law 
that will always stay with you?
It is far too hard to choose a single moment, but 
my best memories at Maine Law always involve my 
fellow classmates. However, I suppose watching 
George tell the story of the “Ant Man” in the first 
person for Trial Practice will forever put a smile on 
my face. 
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
I try not to plan too far ahead. Sometimes when you 
make plans and set expectations you miss out on 
amazing opportunities because they don’t fit into 
the plans that you created. I prefer the one-year plan. 
In 2016, I see myself working as an Asylum Officer 
for the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services in 
New Orleans.
     Katie Narbus (Class of ’14) Asylum Officer for USCIS
Katie Narbus is from the Moosehead Lake 
region of Northern Maine. She graduated 
with a B.A. in history from Montana State 
University in Bozeman, Mont. She worked 
with the United Nations High Commissioner 
for Refugees in Kenya, South Africa, 
Zimbabwe, and Ethiopia from August 2014 
until October 2015, before becoming an 
asylum officer for U.S. Citizenship and 
Immigration Services in New Orleans.
Staying connected with Maine Law
facebook.com/umainelaw
Maine Law has a Facebook page featuring 
news, upcoming events, photos and information 
for alumni from all years, as well as current and 
prospective students. We encourage you to 
“like” the page and join in the conversation. 
You can also stay up to date by visiting our web 
page, mainelaw.maine.edu, and on Twitter: 
@umainelaw and @umainelawdean
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In Brief
Maine Law awarded $300K 
diversity grant to fund 
undergrad summer programs
 The University of Maine School 
of Law has been awarded a three-year, 
$300,000 grant to host a summer immer-
sion program for college undergraduates 
who are interested in learning about the 
law and potential legal careers.
The program will be called the Pre-
Law Undergraduate Scholars (PLUS) pro-
gram. It is designed primarily for students 
of color, immigrants, and low-income stu-
dents, reflecting the ultimate goal of bring-
ing more diversity to the legal profession 
in Maine and around the country. Maine 
Law faculty members will teach the four-
week program. About 25 undergraduate 
students will be selected for the first ses-
sion to begin in June.
The curriculum for the summer PLUS 
Program will include an introduction to 
lawyering, logical and analytical reason-
ing, and legal writing, as well as visits to 
courthouses, law firms, the State House 
and other destinations. Students will also 
take part in simulations where they will 
work in teams to represent fictional clients.
For additional info visit: mainelaw.
maine.edu/admissions/plus.
WLA honors Aria Eee ’94
The Women’s Law Association at 
the University of Maine School of Law 
recently recognized Aria Eee ’94 as the 
2015 Outstanding Alumna Award Re-
cipient.
A 1994 graduate of Maine Law, Eee 
serves as Deputy Bar Counsel for the Maine 
Board of Overseers of the Bar. In that role, 
Eee helps ensure that lawyers throughout 
Maine abide by the highest standards of eth-
ics, and provide competent representation to 
their clients. Eee gives lawyers guidance on 
the Maine Bar Rules, and the Maine Rules 
of Professional Conduct, and she investi-
gates and prosecutes cases involving alleged 
violations of those rules.
Eee was honored at a reception at 
Maine Law on Thursday, Nov. 19.
Maine Law takes first place 
at Northeast Regional 
Duberstein Tournament
On February 20, 2016, Maine Law’s 
Duberstein Moot Court team of Kristy 
Hapworth and Ryan Woodward took first 
place in the first annual Northeast Region-
al Duberstein Tournament held in Boston. 
The regional tournament, sponsored joint-
ly by the American College of Bankruptcy 
and the American Bankruptcy Institute, 
is designed to provide New England law 
schools with the opportunity for head-to-
head competition as a warm up to the na-
tional competition.
The second team from Maine Law, 
Allie Tocci and Jeremy Dean, finished 
strongly, receiving praise from the judges, 
who included two expert bankruptcy reor-
ganization attorneys and a sitting federal 
bankruptcy judge.
The students from Maine Law are 
coached by attorney Bodie Colwell ’11 
of the Preti Flaherty law firm and Visiting 
Professor Jim Haines.
Maine Law welcomes Richard Chen to the faculty
Professor Richard Chen joined the Maine Law faculty in the fall of 2015 as 
an associate professor. He is an expert in civil procedure, commercial law, inter-
national business transactions, corporations, and contracts. Professor Chen most 
recently served as a visiting assistant professor at Pepperdine University School of 
Law in Malibu, California. He previously worked as an attorney in private practice 
at Munger, Tolles & Olson in Los Angeles.
A native of Massachusetts, Professor Chen is a magna cum laude graduate of 
Harvard Law School, where he was an articles editor of the Harvard Law Review. 
While at Harvard Law, Professor Chen was an intern at the Civil Rights Division 
of the U.S. Department of Justice, and also at the Suffolk County District Attor-
ney’s Office. 
Professor Chen has served as a law clerk for the Honorable Raymond C. Fisher 
and the Honorable Paul J. Watford, both of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth 
Circuit. Prior to his legal career, he worked at Google in Irvine, California. 
“We are very excited to welcome Professor Chen and his family,” said Danielle 
Conway, Dean at Maine Law. “Professor Chen brings outstanding academic cre-
dentials and teaching experience, along with experience in private practice and the 
judiciary. He will be a wonderful addition to the Maine Law community.”
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The JFW program is a hit at Maine Law 
and in the greater community, combining 
a major public lecture with personal 
opportunities for engagement.
The Justice for Women Lecture Series (JFW), now in its fifth year, has made a huge positive impact on the lives 
of Maine Law students and other people 
in Maine. With more than 500 people at-
tending the annual lecture, and hundreds 
more attending associated community 
events, JFW has become one of the Law 
School’s signature programs.
The series brings speakers to Maine 
each year from developing countries to 
discuss their work and strategies to pro-
mote justice for women and girls. During 
their time in Maine, the speakers also take 
part in conversations with various groups, 
including lawyers, legislators, judges, 
and high school and college students 
from around the state.
The Law School established the series 
in 2011 with leadership and support from 
attorney and civic leader Catherine Lee 
of Lee International. The series is sup-
ported in part by the generosity of com-
munity partners, including CIEE, and 
other donors, and it reflects Maine Law’s 
commitment to social justice in Maine 
and around the world. Each year, the JFW 
lecturer has received a key to the city 
from the mayor of Portland. The visit usu-
ally takes place in March, during Maine 
Law’s spring semester.
“Justice For Women is a shining ex-
ample of what exactly Maine Law can 
contribute to our community,” said 
Maine Law’s new dean, Danielle Con-
way. “Each year the program brings us all 
closer to realizing self-empowerment and 
self-determination for women and girls 
worldwide.”
Here are a few examples of the wide-
ranging impacts of the JFW program:
● Thousands of high school and college 
students from across Maine have at-
tended the public lecture and associ-
ated events, giving them valuable in-
sights on world affairs, and how global 
issues impact the lives of people in 
Maine. JFW organizers have strong 
partnerships with Portland Public 
Schools and the Office of Multicul-
tural Student Affairs at the University 
of Southern Maine.
● The program is strengthening interna-
tional ties, through a continuing dialog 
between people in Maine, JFW lectur-
ers, and their allies worldwide.
● The program has heightened aware-
ness of important topics about justice 
for women and girls not just in devel-
oping countries, but here in Maine, 
such as the focus on human trafficking 
during the JFW events in 2015.
Dr. Lindiwe Majele Sibanda, a sci-
entist, farmer, and activist who is at the 
heart of the movement to make Africa a 
food-secure region, will deliver the Uni-
versity of Maine School of Law’s fifth an-
nual Justice for Women Lecture. Sibanda 
will spend a week in Maine, speaking 
with a wide range of groups about the sig-
nificant problems of food insecurity and 
hunger around the world, and right here 
in Maine. 
Originally from Zimbabwe, Sibanda 
has been CEO and head of mission of the 
Food, Agriculture and Natural Resources 
Policy Analysis Network (FANRPAN) 
since 2004. In that role, she coordinates 
policy research and advocacy programs 
across 17 countries in Africa, focused on 
food security, climate change, and ad-
vances in agriculture. Sibanda is a leading 
voice in the “Farming First” global cam-
paign to promote sustainable agricultural 
development, and serves as board chair 
of the International Livestock Research 
Institute. 
Previous JFW lecturers were the 
Hon. Unity Dow (2012), the first woman 
to serve as a judge on Botswana’s High 
Court; Leymah Gbowee (2013), an ac-
tivist and women’s rights advocate who 
won a Nobel Peace Prize for helping to 
end civil war in Liberia; Dr. Sima Samar 
(2014),  chair of the Afghanistan Inde-
pendent Human Rights Commission, and 
founder of the Shuhada Organization; and 
Ruchira Gupta (2015) of India, a global 
leader in the fight against sex trafficking, 
and the founder and president of Apne-
Aap Women Worldwide.
The Justice for Women Lecture Fund, 
an endowed fund, was created with the 
goal of sustaining the JFW Lecture Se-
ries in perpetuity. Founder Catherine 
Lee, Honorary Chair Maddy Corson, and 
others have raised more than half of the 
$475,000 fundraising goal.
To make a donation, visit 
www.mainelawcommunity.org/
donatejusticeforwomen
MAINE LAW NEWS: Justice for Women Lecture
Justice for Women Lecture Series builds momentum
Program founder Catherine Lee, of Lee International, and Ruchira Gupta, the 2015 Justice for 
Women Lecturer.
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By Jennifer Wriggins
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs; 
Sumner T. Bernstein Professor of Law 
W il Smith was a kind, brave, wise and generally amazing per-son. He was a quiet and effec-
tive world-changer. “All feel the poorer 
that he has gone from us,” as Winston 
Churchill said in his eulogy of T.E. 
Lawrence. He was many things to many 
people – coach, leader, parent, advisor, 
guide, friend, fiancé; I knew him as a stu-
dent in my first-year torts class in the fall 
of 2003.  
Few people know that Wil actually 
changed the field of torts, that founda-
tional course about personal injuries and 
other civil wrongs, required for all U.S. 
law students in their first year. He did this 
by asking a single question that no one 
else had asked, and opened up an entire 
field of knowledge.  
It was about a month into the semester 
and we were discussing the civil law of 
self-defense. The assigned case1 involved a 
shooting in which a parking lot owner shot a 
man in the foot.  When the injured man sued 
the parking lot owner seeking compensation 
for his injuries, the judge said the parking 
lot owner’s fear was reasonable and that 
the shooting was justified under the circum-
stances. The justifying circumstances were 
that the plaintiff was drunk, had grabbed the 
defendant, had been asked to leave, and was 
tall and strong while the defendant was short 
and weak.  
Wil knew, although I did not, that the 
plaintiff, Paul Silas, a professional bas-
ketball player, was African-American. 
Near the end of the class, Wil raised his 
hand, mentioned that the plaintiff was 
African-American, and gently suggested 
that perhaps the plaintiff’s race had some-
thing to do with the fear felt by the park-
ing lot owner (who was probably white), 
and with the conclusion that the fear was 
reasonable (and the shooting therefore 
‘justified’). This comment was instructive 
and sadly, still all too relevant.  
Wil also asked how the torts system 
had dealt with claims brought by and 
against African-Americans. For me at 
that moment, time stood still. I knew 
virtually nothing about the answer to 
Wil’s broader question. It was instantly 
clear what an important question this 
was -- torts is part of the legal system; 
and the legal system, through the four-
teenth amendment of the Constitution, 
promises everyone equal protection of 
the laws. I told the class and Wil that I 
did not know but would find out.  
I went back to my office and immedi-
ately did some online research, thinking 
I would find a few great articles, go back 
to the next class, and explain the general 
contours of the way the torts system had 
dealt with claims by African-Americans 
specifically and race generally. However, 
I was not able to report back because al-
most nothing had been published about 
race and torts in the legal literature! 
Reams had been written about how the 
criminal justice system treated African-
IN REMEMBRANCE
A Tribute to Wil Smith, Maine Law Class of 2006
1 Silas v. Bowen, 277 F. Supp. 314 
(D.S.C. 1967).
The Maine Law community 
was terribly saddened by the loss 
of Wil Smith, who passed away in 
February 2015 at age 46, after bat-
tling cancer for several years. 
Wil graduated from the Uni-
versity of Maine School of Law 
in 2006. As a law student, he 
provided leadership and a moral 
compass to his peers. After gradu-
ation, his engagement with Maine 
Law continued – mentoring a 
further generation of law students, 
connecting Maine Law with 
diverse communities and activities 
in Southern Maine, and serving on 
the board of directors of the Maine 
Law Alumni Association.
He also had deep ties to Bow-
doin College, where he graduated 
in 2000, and later became Bow-
doin’s associate dean of multicul-
tural student programs. At the time 
of his death, Wil was dean of com-
munity and multicultural affairs at 
the Berkshire School in Sheffield, 
Mass. He also was associate camp 
director of the world-renowned 
Seeds of Peace camp.
“I relied on Wil Smith for his 
wise counsel and learned from his 
love for others, when he was in 
law school and ever since,” said 
Peter Pitegoff, Maine Law profes-
sor and former dean. “My son’s 
two summers with Wil at Seeds of 
Peace heightened my respect for 
Wil and strengthened our warm 
friendship. We all miss Wil Smith 
and will remember him always.” 
A single father, Wil was deeply 
devoted to his daughter Olivia, 
now a young adult. Their story is 
recounted in Wil’s and Olivia’s 
moving StoryCorps conversation, 
broadcast on National Public Ra-
dio and preserved in the American 
Folklife Center at the Library of 
Congress.
Mentor to a generation 
of new students
Wil Smith                             (Bangor Daily News photo)
è
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American defendants, and cases on the 
topic were discussed in Constitutional 
Law courses and Criminal Law courses. 
But the dozens of legal scholars who 
wrote articles in the field of torts simply 
had not turned their attention to race and 
the torts system. No court decisions in-
volving race and torts were discussed in 
the legal literature.   
In the next few years, my research and 
writing focused on trying to answer Wil’s 
question. The result was a series of arti-
cles and a book, The Measure of Injury: 
Race, Gender and Tort Law (N.Y.U. Press 
2010, co-authored with Martha Chamal-
las). This work could not have been done 
without my many fabulous research as-
sistants (Marya Baron, Zach Brandmeir, 
Dennis Carillo, David Goldman, Erin 
Krause, Katharine Rand, Josh Scott, and 
Rebekah Smith) and the librarians and 
staff of Maine Law.  
We found a wealth of material, includ-
ing in published legal opinions, hiding in 
plain sight, that had been overlooked or 
ignored. We first found that many torts 
claims, starting at the end of slavery and 
continuing until the 1960s, were brought 
by African-American plaintiffs and that 
judges writing decisions in these cases 
generally identified the plaintiff’s race in 
the decision. Where a plaintiff was white, 
judges would not mention this fact. This 
showed that African-American plaintiffs 
had access to legal remedies in torts, and 
also that whiteness of plaintiffs was the 
unstated default in the torts system. Sec-
ond, we dug deeper, and read hundreds of 
cases from across the U.S. We found that a 
race-based discount was applied in many 
torts decisions, so that claims by African-
Americans were valued for lower dollar 
amounts than similar claims by whites. 
While many find this unsurprising, this 
had never before been written about. 
Third, we uncovered some early twenti-
eth century cases in which the race bias 
of the judges was blatantly on display, ex-
plicitly devaluing injuries to black plain-
tiffs. Fourth, we found unheralded cases 
that were civil rights cases in the form of 
torts cases. The best example is Bullock 
v. Tamiami Trails Tours,2  in which a bus 
company had to pay damages to a Jamai-
can couple for injuries they suffered when 
a white passenger attacked them as they 
sat in the front of an interstate bus a few 
months after buses were desegregated.
Besides shining light on these issues 
through publishing about them, I’ve 
spoken to torts classes and legal confer-
ences all across the country about them. 
The book and articles are used in many 
torts classes. No one can say or credibly 
assume that race and racism are separate 
from and irrelevant to the field of torts. 
And the research continues, as scholars 
across the country research further about 
the question Wil raised.  
After Wil graduated, I stayed in touch 
with him. I sent him a copy of my book 
and articles that his question inspired. 
When I told him of the impact he had, he 
smiled his warm smile, with a twinkle in 
his eye, and gently nodded. Wil, thank 
you. I miss you, and will always be grate-
ful for your presence at University of 
Maine School of Law, and in my life.
2 266 F.2d 326 (5th Cir. 1959).
IN MEMORIAM 
Kirsten Dahlberg Cote (Class of 2014) passed away on 
December 29, 2014, at the age of 43. She attended Drew 
University and studied Spanish at the University of Maryland, 
where she graduated from in 1992. She earned her master’s 
in criminal justice from Indiana University in 1996. At Maine 
Law, Kirsten was a member of the Trial Team and the Moot 
Court Team.  
Phillip Kilmister (Class of 1963) passed away on January 29, 2015, 
at the age of 81. He graduated from Concord (N.H.) High School 
and Colby College. He was drafted and served in the Navy, then 
taught and coached high school students before attending Maine 
Law. He then taught at Husson College until being appointed and 
spending the rest of his career as an assistant attorney general until 
retiring in 1992.
James Lynch (Class of 1958) passed away on March 1, 2015, at 
the age of 82. After graduating from the University of Maine, he 
attended Portland University Law School (now Maine Law) and 
graduated cum laude in 1958. He passed the bar exam with the 
highest score that year, then practiced law in the Bangor area. He 
was an avid bowler and sports fan. 
Nicholas J. Kaldro Mahoney (Class of 1995) passed away on 
December 6, 2014, at the age of 49. He was born in Boston, 
graduated from Northeastern University, and also studied at 
Berklee College of Music. After graduating from Maine Law, 
he spent 15 years practicing law in Maine before moving to 
California to pursue an advanced degree in molecular biology.  
Vincent McKusick passed away on December 3, 2014, at the age of 
93. After participating in the Manhattan Project in World War II, 
he graduated from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and 
soon after magna cum laude in 1950 from Harvard Law School. 
After clerking for Chief Judge Learned Hand of the U.S. Court 
of Appeals and U.S. Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter, he 
went to work at Hutchinson, Pierce, Atwood & Scribner (now 
Pierce Atwood). In 1977, he was appointed Chief Justice of the 
Maine Supreme Judicial Court. He retired and rejoined Pierce 
Atwood in 1992. Throughout his storied career, he was recognized 
for the emphasis he put on the role of public service in the legal 
profession, including his active role on the Maine Law Board of 
Visitors. The McKusick Diversity Fellowship at Maine Law was 
established to honor his lifelong work. 
Ray Pallas (Class of 1973) passed away on January 21, 2015, at the 
age of 72. Born in New York, he was raised in Hastings, Mich., 
and Fairfield, Conn., and was a graduate of Michigan State 
University. After graduating from Maine Law, he opened a law 
office in Westbrook, where he practiced for 42 years. 
Peter Rubin passed away on April 17, 2015, at the age of 70. After 
graduating from Duke University and then magna cum laude from 
Harvard Law School, he clerked for the Hon. Edward T. Gignoux 
in the U.S. District Court in Maine. He joined Bernstein Shur in 
1971, and spent the rest of his career there, serving as president. 
In 1975, he argued in front of the U.S. Supreme Court and won a 
unanimous decision. The Peter J. and Harold J. Rubin Scholarship 
Fund at Maine Law is named in his and his father’s honor. 
The Hon. Marilyn E. Stavros (Class of 1980) passed away on 
July 16, 2015, at the age of 76. She was born and raised in New 
Hampshire and graduated from Simmons College in 1961, then 
taught at the college. After graduating from Maine Law, she 
opened a law firm in Kennebunkport. She later served as an 
assistant attorney general before becoming a family magistrate. In 
2005, she was appointed to the Maine District Court, making her 
one of five women from the class of 1980 to serve on the bench. 
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By Trevor Maxwell
Maine Law, meet your new dean. Danielle Conway is an accom-plished teacher, lawyer, scholar, 
and innovator.
Professor Danielle Conway was 
hired as dean at the University of Maine 
School of Law in January 2015, and for-
mally assumed her new role on July 1. 
Conway is the seventh dean at Maine 
Law since the founding of the modern 
day law school in 1962. She is also the 
first African American to lead Maine’s 
public and only law school.
Prior to coming to Maine, Conway 
was the Michael J. Marks Distinguished 
Professor of Business Law and Direc-
tor of the Hawai‘i Procurement Institute 
at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa, 
William S. Richardson School of Law. 
During her 14 years at Hawai‘i, Conway 
earned a reputation as a leading expert 
in public procurement law, entrepreneur-
ship, and as an advocate for minorities 
and Indigenous Peoples. She has 25 
years of active and reserve duty service 
with the U.S. Army (see story on Page 
12), and also has experience as a lawyer 
in private practice.
She is a graduate of the Stern School 
of Business at New York University, 
Howard University School of Law, and 
earned her LL.M. degree from The 
George Washington University Law 
School. She was the Godfrey Visit-
ing Scholar at the University of Maine 
School of Law in 2008.
Maine Law Magazine writer Trevor 
Maxwell recently sat down with Dean 
Conway for an interview about her life, 
her new job, and her vision and goals for 
the law school.
 
ML: Taking over a deanship is a 
major step in the career of a law pro-
fessor. What are some of the qualities 
about Maine Law that convinced you 
this was the right fit?
DC: I was looking for an opportunity 
at a premier public law school. Public law 
schools have two essential functions – 
achieving excellence, while at the same 
time providing a high level of access to 
the community. Maine Law does both. It 
offers significant access, while still main-
taining high standards.
Another factor was the experience I 
had at Maine Law in 2008 when I taught 
a bridge course in Licensing Intellec-
tual Property. It left a strong impression 
on me that this was a school that really 
personified the term ‘student focused.’ I 
could see it was a flexible school, will-
Words with the Dean
Dean Danielle Conway on her career and her 
vision for leading Maine Law
è
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ing to offer bridge courses in all areas of 
the law, and it was a collegial environ-
ment where people really liked coming to 
work, and working hard for students.
 
ML: You arrived on campus in 
the spring of 2015 as Dean-Designate. 
What has impressed you most about 
Maine Law and its students so far?
DC: I was struck immediately by 
the high level of engagement of Maine 
Law students in the academic enterprise. 
Maine Law students are obviously study-
ing and taking their work seriously. But 
these students are special. They are en-
gaged with the Offices of Admissions, 
Students Services, and Advancement as 
fellows doing the ever-important work 
of building relationships and keeping the 
Maine Law network strong and vibrant.
Another impressive quality of our stu-
dents is their commitment to the state of 
Maine. These students are already self-
determined. They want to be in Maine, 
they want to create a socially and eco-
nomically sustainable infrastructure, and 
they genuinely want to serve their com-
munities. They are socially entrepreneur-
ial. Many of them find and create their 
own externships. Maine Law students 
have a strong public interest resolve, and 
they consider that part of the calculus of 
becoming a lawyer. That has a great deal 
to do with the excellent faculty here, and 
how the students are taught, but to be 
fair, the students come to us with most of 
these traits firmly intact.
 
ML: Can you characterize the style 
of leadership you bring to Maine Law?
DC: My style of leadership is to find 
value in the people around me, and to 
nurture their strengths. I then attempt 
to identify with people to find our de-
grees of sameness. So in identifying with 
people, I also share my strengths and my 
vulnerabilities. I share what I believe to 
be those fundamental principles and val-
ues that create credible expectations for 
and among the professionals in the Maine 
Law organization. Finally, I am explicit 
with my colleagues that I hold myself 
to those values, principles, and expecta-
tions, and that I am learning and growing 
alongside them in developing new skill 
sets and meeting new challenges in the 
law school environment. In short, I value 
the people around me, and I’m open to 
learning from them every step of the way.
 
ML: What are some of the biggest 
challenges facing Maine Law?
DC: People do not know what we of-
fer. People from inside and from outside 
Maine do not know how engaged we are 
in the community, they do not necessari-
ly know how fabulous our faculty is, how 
engaged they are in scholarship, teach-
ing, and service. So the greatest task for 
me is to get the word out.
Another challenge is enrollment. We 
want to maintain our level of enrollment, 
and ultimately grow it in a sustainable 
way. But that is a challenge nationally, 
and we have to figure out how to navigate 
that challenge, because our entire com-
munity, not just Portland, needs good, 
ethical lawyers.
There is also a more nuanced chal-
lenge that we need to meet head-on. We 
need to rewrite the narrative of what a 
lawyer is, and what the law means to a 
community. We have to educate the pub-
lic about the vital role a lawyer plays in 
doing justice in a community, and the 
Letter from the Dean:
Maine Law is ready to meet challenges
Dear Friends,
Honored. Inspired. Ready to work. A little more than a year ago, when I was asked to become the next dean at the University of Maine School of Law, these words captured my emotions and my readiness for the mission.
Since that time, I’ve spent two semesters at Maine Law, arriving in February 
2015 as dean-designate. I formally took on the role of dean on July 1, and during 
the fall semester I had the pleasure of welcoming the class of 2018. Looking back 
on the decision to join this incredible community, I’m happy to say that the job 
has been every bit as rewarding and challenging as I hoped it would be.
 The traditions of academic excellence, civic engagement, and public service 
– hallmarks of Maine Law since the modern day law school opened in 1962 – are 
alive and well. Over the course of the past year, I have met hundreds of students, 
alumni, friends and supporters, each of whom has contributed to my understand-
ing of this unique and vital institution.
 So let me use this opportunity to say thank you. Thank you for welcoming my 
family and me to Maine.  Thank you for sharing your enthusiasm and energy, and 
for offering your sage advice and creative ideas for the future.
 Thank you to the Maine Law faculty and staff, search committee, students, 
and University of Maine System leadership for placing your trust in me. Thank 
you to the members of the Maine Law Alumni Association, the University of 
Maine School of Law Foundation Board, and the Maine Law Board of Visitors, 
whose service is so pivotal to our success. And thank you to my predecessor and 
colleague, Dean Peter Pitegoff, who successfully navigated Maine Law through 
an unprecedented period of change in the legal profession and the academy.
 Many of you have asked me about my priorities for year one and beyond. 
Many of my goals and philosophies are explored in the interview that begins on 
Page 8 of this edition of the Maine Law Magazine. Above all, I want to project 
our ethos that students are at the center of all that we do, from our program of 
legal education to our signature events and community-based activities.
 American legal education faces major challenges in the years ahead. The 
University of Maine School of Law stands ready to meet these challenges; as 
well, the law school will pursue new opportunities for students who will be our 
next generation of lawyers and leaders, serving our community with dignity and 
maintaining the highest standards of professionalism.
Danielle M. Conway
Dean & Professor of Law
University of Maine School of Law
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role the law plays in maintaining an or-
dered and civilized society. We have 
somehow strayed from that, and we have 
allowed others to define lawyers in ways 
that don’t accurately capture who we are 
and what we do.
ML: What can alumni do to sup-
port the law school?
DC: Engage. Promote. Give. Maine 
Law needs its alumni and friends now 
more than ever to become intimately 
involved in sustaining the legal educa-
tion enterprise in Maine. At the same 
time, we need our alumni and friends to 
serve as mentors to the attorneys of the 
future. We need them to serve as open 
door ambassadors, to attend our admit-
ted students day, vigorously participate 
in the MAPIL auction, and of course hire 
Maine Law students.
  
ML: What are your plans for your 
first year as dean?
DC: I mentioned that one of the 
things that attracted me to this law school 
was the culture of being student-focused. 
This year I want to bring that approach 
to the center of everything that we do. 
That includes our anchor programming, 
such as the Frank M. Coffin Lecture on 
Law and Public Service and the Justice 
for Women Lecture Series, and various 
other events and symposia; our fellow-
ships, such as the Harvey, McKusick, and 
Anthony fellowships; our clinical cours-
es; and our traditional doctrinal courses.
One of the challenges of any pro-
gram of legal education is that often-
times courses, activities, or clinics are 
presented in silo fashion. For the benefit 
of our students, and to really achieve a 
student-focused program, there has to be 
more coherence in the delivery of cur-
riculum, both doctrinal and experiential. 
So I’ve asked our faculty and staff to get 
By Trevor Maxwell
In 2005, Peter Pitegoff arrived at Maine Law as the 
school’s sixth dean, following an outstanding tenure as a 
law professor and vice dean at the State University of New 
York (SUNY) at Buf-
falo. Over the next decade, 
Pitegoff charted a steady 
and successful course for 
Maine Law, heightening its 
reputation in the state and 
around the nation, despite 
a historic recession and a 
whirlwind of changes in the 
legal profession. Pitegoff 
stepped down as dean in 
July of 2015, and assumed 
a new role as a full-time 
professor at Maine Law.
During his time as dean, 
Pitegoff recruited top-notch 
faculty and staff; expanded collaboration with Maine’s 
judiciary, the organized bar, and public and private institu-
tions; and oversaw numerous enhancements to the school’s 
program of legal education. 
“Maine Law is well positioned to thrive in the coming 
years. I am grateful to numerous colleagues – faculty, staff, 
students, alumni, volunteers, university leaders, and sup-
porters – who share credit for Maine Law’s recent progress 
and success,” Pitegoff said. “We will continue to train and 
nurture the next generation of lawyers and leaders, building 
on the traditions of academic excellence, civic engagement 
and public service that have long been at the core of a Maine 
Law education.”
As a professor, Pitegoff will focus his teaching and 
research on the legal profession and ethics, business associa-
tions, corporate governance, nonprofit organizations, and 
community development and finance.
Here are some selected accoplishments under Pitegoff’s 
leadership:
●  Maine Law expanded experiential learning opportunities 
for students, including the creation of the Juvenile Justice 
Clinic, and the Refugee and Human Rights Clinic. There 
also has been steady growth of field placements in the 
externship and summer fellowship programs.
 ●  A record number and amount of scholarships have been 
awarded to Maine Law students in recent years, sup-
ported in part by generous contributions from alumni, 
law firms and friends of the law school. New endowment 
funds included the Vincent McKusick Diversity Fellow-
ship and the Charles A. Harvey Trial Immersion Fellow-
ship, among others.
●  Pitegoff built a strong administrative and leadership team, 
maintained a collaborative organizational culture, and 
achieved vital further autonomy in Maine Law’s budget 
and management control.
●  Maine Law expanded interdisciplinary opportunities and 
career services, guiding students onto new career tracks 
as well as to traditional law jobs. Pitegoff amplified the 
school’s role in succession planning for the Maine bar, 
targeting outreach to communities with a need for a new 
generation of lawyers and opportunity for Maine Law 
graduates.  
●  The law school has strengthened its global connections 
through a number of programs, including the Justice for 
Women Lecture series, visiting scholars, and student 
exchanges. The school established two new post-profes-
sional degree programs, the Master of Laws (LL.M.) and 
Doctor of Juridical Science (J.S.D.).
A Decade of Success - Dean Pitegoff’s Legacy
As dean at Maine Law from 2005 to 2015, Peter Pitegoff successfully navigated the school through 
turbulent waters for legal education.
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very smart on each other’s areas of ex-
pertise and provide more explicit connec-
tions between substantive content among 
and between related courses. The idea is 
meant to demonstrate to students how 
concepts are related from one course to 
the next, or from one experiential activity 
to the next.
There are also three initiatives, in 
various stages of development, that are 
high priorities for me, and all of them are 
focused squarely on student success.
 
ML: Can you tell us a little about 
the three initiatives?
DC: The first is the Opportunities 
Through Law (OTL) program. It con-
nects our faculty, students, and alumni 
with high school and undergraduate col-
lege students statewide, through a range 
of events and activities. The goal is to 
educate young people about the role and 
impact of law, while introducing them to 
the range of careers available to J.D.s. The 
signature program will be a summer im-
mersion experience at Maine Law for col-
lege juniors and seniors. It will be called 
the DiscoverLaw.org Pre Law Undergrad-
uate Scholars (PLUS) program, and we 
were thrilled to learn in January that we 
received a $300,000 grant from the Law 
School Admission Council to help fund 
the program over the next three summers. 
By encouraging young people, particu-
larly those of diverse backgrounds, to ex-
plore careers in law, we open pathways to 
achievement they might have never con-
sidered or thought possible.
 The next is what I call e2e, the En-
rollment to Employment initiative, and 
the goal is to make sure our students re-
ceive the real-world experience they need 
to succeed in the field of their choice. 
Upon graduation, students will have op-
portunities to rotate through short-term 
work assignments at law firms, corpora-
tions, public agencies, and non-profit or-
ganizations, so they can truly be career 
ready. The rotation concept is especially 
helpful to new graduates who are inter-
ested in more than one career path, and 
would like to test the waters before seek-
ing a long-term position. I’m recruiting 
employer-partners to pilot this program, 
and we want many of the fellowship op-
portunities to be in rural communities, in 
order to benefit our graduates as well as 
communities throughout Maine.
The third initiative is called LEAP, for 
Lawyers and Entrepreneurs: A Part-
nership. This initiative addresses the shift 
in the way law school graduates are using 
their degrees. More than ever before, stu-
dents and graduates are pursuing and cre-
ating opportunities outside the traditional 
legal profession. We are embracing this 
shift, and we want our students to learn 
about the management and operation of 
businesses, non-profit organizations, and 
other entities. One major component of 
the LEAP initiative will be an incubator 
capstone project. This will allow third-
year students to take part in the creation 
of a business from the ground up by con-
tributing value-added legal, decision-
making, and risk management services. 
Another option would be for students to 
collaborate on the creation of a “micro law 
firm,” where the focus is on transactional 
practice and business development. The 
LEAP initiative fits well with the Profes-
sional and Graduate Center Initiative that 
is in development within the University of 
Maine System.
 
ML: What does the job market look 
like for today’s law school grads?
DC: The job market seems to be tick-
ing upward. It’s a slight upward trend. 
The number of employers searching for 
law graduates has increased, but much of 
that could be a function of having fewer 
law students in the pipeline. In Portland 
and the rest of Maine, we are relatively 
flat for those traditional legal jobs. How-
ever, in Maine, law students and recent 
graduates are quite entrepreneurial in 
creating their own opportunities, either in 
the traditional practice of law, or in other 
law-preferred, or law desirable positions, 
such as in corporations or small busi-
nesses. Specifically, the law desired op-
portunities include risk managers, com-
pliance officers, government contractors, 
specialists in health organizations, non-
profits or NGOs. That is actually a more 
healthy market. The difference at Maine 
Law is that, through the LEAP incubator 
initiative, we are going to be in it with 
our students. We are going to assist them 
with thinking and acting entrepreneur-
ially to create real career pathways prior 
to and after graduation.
 
ML: U.S. News and World Report 
rankings still play a significant role as 
applicants consider their options for 
law schools. How important are rank-
ings, and what would you tell prospec-
tive Maine Law students about the fac-
tors they should consider?
DC: When I was looking at law 
schools, I didn’t even know about U.S 
News and World Report. I chose my law 
school based upon what I wanted to get 
out of my legal education, and that’s 
what I would urge all students to do. If 
you look at U.S. News and World Report, 
look at it as a starting point to acquire 
information. However, it is not an end-
ing point. Now it’s every prospective law 
students’ responsibility to put that data 
in context. As a prospective law student, 
you should think about whether the law 
school you are considering provides a 
community of which you would be proud 
to be a part. You should also think about 
whether the program of legal education 
fits what you want to accomplish.
ML: What are you looking for in 
Maine Law applicants?
DC: Every law professor looks for 
something different, and I’m sure every 
dean looks for something different, but I 
want students who love the law. I want 
students who appreciate that the law, and 
adherence to the rule of law, can solve so 
many problems: societal, business, and 
institutional. I want students who see 
themselves as lawyer-leaders. And that 
doesn’t necessarily mean a vocal student, 
or a competitive student. A lawyer-leader 
means someone who will get involved, 
invest in a community, and do the hard 
work needed to improve society for all of 
its members.
ML: If you have time to step back 
into the classroom while at Maine Law, 
what would you like to teach?
DC: I certainly will step back into the 
classroom at some point during my time 
as dean. When the time is right, I will 
work with our faculty’s curriculum com-
mittee to determine the most pressing un-
“These students are already 
self-determined. They want 
to be in Maine, they want 
to create a socially and 
economically sustainable 
infrastructure, and they 
genuinely want to serve their 
communities.”
– Dean Danielle Conway
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met curricular needs and decide whether 
my background and areas of expertise 
are responsive to those needs. I have had 
the opportunity to teach courses rang-
ing from legal research and writing to 
Indigenous Peoples Rights & Intellectual 
Property. Notwithstanding the needs of 
Maine Law, I would jump at the chance 
to teach first-year Contracts as well as a 
course I developed over a decade ago, but 
update annually, called Internet Law & 
Policy.  
 
ML: You are the first black woman, 
and first person of color, to lead Maine 
Law. Does this hold special significance 
for you?
DC: I’m pleased, I’m heartened, and 
I’m impressed that I was selected on the 
merits as the best person for the job. In 
addition, during the selection process, 
no one ignored the fact that I’m a black 
woman. No one was afraid to talk about 
it, and that impressed me. I feel proud to 
be chosen, to be recognized, and to be 
identified as a black woman. For other 
people of color in Maine to see a black 
woman in a leadership position, in a po-
sition of influence, that is empowering. I 
feel that people here have embraced me.
I also have the benefit of my mili-
tary experience, in which I have met and 
worked closely with people representing 
diverse backgrounds. When a new team 
comes together, there is always a great 
deal of learning to be done. You have 
to learn how to understand one another, 
whether it is language, political ideology, 
race or ethnicity, or sexual orientation. 
You learn how to power through differ-
ence, not to ignore it, to arrive at a place 
where trust and teamwork rule the day. 
That is how effective teams are built.
 
ML: You often speak about your 
mother as your greatest influence. She 
earned an accounting degree, and then 
a law degree, all while working mul-
tiple jobs and raising her own children 
and younger siblings in Philadelphia. 
What were her goals for you?
DC: My mother’s goals for me were 
neither lofty nor extreme. She wanted 
her children to be good people, good citi-
zens, and hard workers. It’s funny. The 
one mantra my mother did have – and I 
don’t mind sharing this with you – she 
would tell me, “Whatever you do, don’t 
get pregnant, but if you do, you must be 
able to take care of you and yours.” My 
mother, like so many other strong, black 
women, refuted commonly held ste-
reotypes ascribed to black women.  My 
mother wanted me to be in a position to 
take care of myself, without having to rely 
on others or the state. She didn’t want me 
to have to struggle the way that she had 
to struggle to succeed professionally. My 
mother is my guiding light because she 
succeeded, in spite of myriad obstacles, 
to become an elected Municipal Court 
Judge in Philadelphia while taking care 
of herself and her own. As dean, I just 
need to follow in my mother’s footsteps 
to take care of Maine Law as my own.
My mother always talked about how 
vital it was to have an education, so I 
said OK I have to go to college. I didn’t 
really know what college was or what it 
meant. I just knew it was something my 
mother insisted I do. I knew my mother 
believed in education. And much later 
I realized why my mother believed in 
education. She believed in the power 
of education to level the playing field, 
to empower an individual to command 
her own destiny through the attain-
ment of knowledge, and to become 
self-determined and self-actualized. 
Of the many gifts my mother bestowed 
on me, I cherish her resolve to motivate 
me to take knowledge and to use it for 
the amelioration of society.  ML
Serving her country
Maine Law’s new dean has 25 years experience in the U.S. Army, 
Army Reserves, and now the Maine Army National Guard
On a parallel track with her standout career in legal education, Maine Law’s 
new Dean Danielle Conway also developed a successful career in the military.
Conway has 25 years of active and reserve duty service with the U.S. Army, 
and currently serves as a Lieutenant Colonel (LTC). On Aug. 18, 2015, Maine 
Gov. Paul LePage swore in LTC Conway to the Maine Army National Guard, 
completing a transfer from her previous assignment in Hawai‘i. She is slated to 
serve as the contract and 
fiscal law expert for the 
Maine National Guard.
“The decision to 
serve in the Army and to 
continue my service in 
the Reserves were among 
the best decisions I have 
ever made in my profes-
sional life,” Conway 
said. “In my experience 
as a reservist, I’ve had a 
chance to see how sup-
portive people can be to 
one another in furtherance of a larger mission. The kind and quality of work I’ve 
witnessed is extraordinary.”
Conway received an ROTC scholarship that funded her undergraduate studies 
at New York University Stern School of Business, and an educational delay that 
allowed her to attend Howard University School of Law before commencing 
active duty service. She completed her active duty obligation by serving in the 
Headquarters, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Chief Counsel’s Honors Program, 
in which she practiced public procurement law as a Judge Advocate, deciding dis-
putes that contractors brought against the agency. The COE underwrote Conway’s 
Master of Laws degree, which she earned from the George Washington University 
Law School. As a reservist, Conway later taught at the Judge Advocate General’s 
Legal Center & School in Charlottesville, Virginia.
“Over and over again, what I experienced from the military was constant 
investment and reinvestment in me as a person, as an officer, and as a valued 
resource,” Conway said.
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Professor Lupica continues to lead ground-breaking 
national study
The addition of the Hon. James B. Haines, Jr. to the faculty in 2014 allowed 
Professor Lois Lupica to take an important and highly productive sabbatical 
leave for the 2014-15 academic year. During part of her leave, Lupica served 
as the Robert M. Zinman ABI Resident Scholar for the American Bankruptcy 
Institute. She is a member of the ABI Board of Directors, and continues to play 
a central role in that institute’s groundbreaking work on consumer debt and 
policy reform. 
Lupica is one of three Principal Investigators of the Consumer Financial 
Distress Research Study, with Jim Greiner of Harvard Law School and Dalié 
Jiménez of University of Connecticut Law School. The landmark study is 
examining the efficiency of America’s small claims court system, the real-world 
impact of various legal intervention programs, and the value of financial educa-
tion for distressed consumers.
Lupica wrote two law review articles with Greiner and Jiménez during her 
leave. She also received awards, which will help fund the ongoing study, from the 
National Science Foundation, the American Bankruptcy Institute Anthony H.N. 
Schnelling Endowment, the National Conference of Bankruptcy Judges Endow-
ment for Education, and the Sears Consumer Protection and Education Fund.
Lupica also co-wrote two books, Bankruptcy, Cases & Materials, 6th 
Edition; and Developing Professional Skills in Bankruptcy, with Professor 
Margaret Howard of Washington and Lee University School of Law, and 
edited a third book, The Year in Consumer Bankruptcy, 2014, for the American 
Bankruptcy Institute.
Grads making mark in bankruptcy law
By Trevor Maxwell
A s hiring within the legal industry continues to recover from the re-cession of the late 2000s, law firms 
can’t afford to invest in the same levels 
of mentorship and training as they once 
did. They’re looking for “practice-ready” 
newcomers.
The trend can be seen in specialized 
areas of law practice such as bankruptcy, 
which calls for an assortment of skills 
including negotiation, transactional law, 
and litigation. 
Over the past decade, practice in the 
bankruptcy field has been one of the fast-
est growing legal specialties. The ongo-
ing credit crunch, economic restructuring 
and other fallout from the recession have 
contributed to the demand for bankrupt-
cy lawyers to service creditors and debt-
ors, in both the consumer and corporate 
spheres.
For law students interested in pursu-
ing careers in bankruptcy law, The Uni-
versity of Maine School of Law is for-
tunate to have not one, but two faculty 
members who are among the very best 
in the field.
Professor Lois Lupica is one of the 
nation’s most renowned educators and 
scholars in consumer and commercial 
credit and bankruptcy law. Since joining 
the Maine Law faculty in 1995, Lupica 
has been a difference-maker, ensuring 
the school’s curriculum and training op-
portunities are competitive with those 
from much larger institutions. She was 
joined in the effort in 2014 by the Hon. 
James B. Haines, Jr., who served more 
than 20 years as a federal bankruptcy 
judge in Maine. Haines serves as the 
Libra Visiting Professor at Maine Law, 
teaching courses in bankruptcy, federal 
courts, pre-trial practice, and secured 
transactions. 
Outside of foundational coursework, 
bankruptcy students at Maine Law have 
In the hot field of bankruptcy law, Maine Law gives students an edge. The bankruptcy law track continues to thrive 
under the guidance of superstar teacher and researcher Lois Lupica, and Judge James B. Haines, Jr.
THE HON. MICHAEL FAGONE, ’97
U.S. Bankruptcy Judge for the District  
of Maine
How long have you been 
working in the field of 
bankruptcy law? What 
jobs have you held in this 
field?
I started as associate 
attorney at Bernstein 
Shur Sawyer & Nelson in 
Portland in 1998. Later, I 
became a shareholder in Bernstein Shur, and 
continued in that role until my appointment to 
the bench in the spring of 2015.
How did Maine Law help you prepare for a 
career in bankruptcy law?
I took several tax courses with Professors 
Khoury and Lang. Those classes helped me get 
comfortable working with a comprehensive 
statute, the Internal Revenue Code. I think 
there are some parallels between the Internal 
Revenue Code and the Bankruptcy Code. In 
addition, my legal writing was dramatically 
improved as a result of my service on the 
Maine Law Review. The ability to write clearly 
and concisely is critical in any area of law, but 
particularly so in bankruptcy where there is 
heavy motion practice.
What do you like best about bankruptcy law 
as an area of practice?
For individuals, bankruptcy is an opportunity 
for a fresh start. For businesses, bankruptcy is 
a means to preserve, and at times create, value 
for creditors and owners. In either context, 
there is a substantial amount of optimism 
for the future. Also, in many cases, there is 
plenty of room for creative lawyering, within 
the bounds of the law, to achieve a result that 
yields the most benefit for the most parties.
Why should Maine Law students and prospec-
tive students consider a career in bankruptcy 
law?
Bankruptcy was a great place to start my ca-
reer as a lawyer. It exposed me to a litigation-
based practice, with a fair amount of transac-
tional work attached. It also required mastery 
of a comprehensive statute and a related set 
of rules.
BODIE COLWELL, ’11
Associate attorney, Preti Flaherty
 
How long have you been 
working in the field of 
bankruptcy law? What 
jobs have you held in this 
field?
I’ve held several positions 
since I began working in 
the bankruptcy field dur-
ing my time at Maine Law. 
I’m currently an associ-
ate attorney with the Bankruptcy, Creditors’ 
Rights and Business Restructuring Group at 
Preti Flaherty.
 
How did Maine Law help you prepare for a 
career in bankruptcy law?
Starting the summer after my 1L year and all 
through law school, I was project manager and 
lead research assistant for Professor Lupica’s 
Consumer Bankruptcy Fee Study. Additionally, 
I was a member of the Maine Law team for the 
Conrad B. Duberstein Moot Court Competition. 
The experience was so important to me that, 
along with Professor Haines, I serve as a coach 
to the Maine Law teams. That wouldn’t have 
happened without the exposure and opportu-
nities at Maine Law.
 
What do you like best about bankruptcy law 
as an area of practice?
The Maine bankruptcy bar is small but has 
incredibly knowledgeable practitioners. Be-
cause it is a smaller group, it allows for greater 
familiarity and sense of community.  
 
Why should Maine Law students and prospec-
tive students consider a career in bankruptcy 
law?
Bankruptcy is one of the few areas of practice 
that includes opportunities for both litigation 
and transactional work. A young attorney prac-
ticing bankruptcy might appear in bankruptcy 
court one day and work on an out-of-court 
restructuring the next. That kind of variety can 
be very challenging, as well as a wonderful ex-
perience. Talking to a bankruptcy attorney can 
give you more insight into whether it would be 
a good fit. 
Maine Law Grads & Bankruptcy Careers
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opportunities to work as interns or ex-
terns in law firms or with the U.S. Bank-
ruptcy Court. Individual accolades have 
included two students – Nate Hull ‘09, 
and Kaitlyn Husar ’15 – who were se-
lected by the American College of 
Bankruptcy as the Distinguished Bank-
ruptcy Law Student of the Year for the 
First Circuit, respectively.
In addition, Maine Law has sent 
teams to New York City to compete in 
the annual Hon. Conrad B. Duberstein 
Bankruptcy Moot Court Competition, 
every year for the past 10 years. It is one 
of the largest moot court events in the 
nation, and the only competition devot-
ed to bankruptcy law.
“Over the 10 years I have been in-
volved with our Duberstein teams, stu-
dents consistently have told me that this 
is the best experience they have had 
in law school,” Lupica said. “They are 
thrown into real-world brief writing. It 
forces them to grapple with the most 
complex issues of bankruptcy.”
Opening rounds of the Duberstein 
competition are held at St. John’s Uni-
versity School of Law in Queens, with 
final rounds at the U.S. Bankruptcy 
Courthouse in Brooklyn. All teams at-
tend a gala awards banquet in Manhat-
tan, which attracts a crowd of more than 
1,000 bankruptcy lawyers and judges 
from New York and beyond. 
Maine Law consistently fares well 
against much larger schools at the Du-
berstein Competition. Students Kristy 
Huff, ’16, and Micah Smart, ’16, ad-
vanced to the final eight of 60 teams in 
the spring of 2015. 
In addition, the appellate brief writ-
ten by Huff and Smart was recognized 
as one of the Outstanding Briefs. They 
were coached by Judge Haines and at-
torney Bodie Colwell, who graduated 
cum laude from Maine Law in 2011.
“It was a great accomplishment for 
Maine Law. We had the support of Ber-
nstein Shur, Ms. Colwell, and the Port-
land area bankruptcy bar, many mem-
bers of which judged practice rounds,” 
said Haines. “We also had great support 
from the state and federal judiciary. 
Chief Justice Saufley ’80, U.S. District 
Court Judge Nancy Torresen, and Bank-
ruptcy Chief Judge Peter Cary judged 
the final practice round.”  ML
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Maine Law graduates have forged successful careers in the area of bankruptcy law, including in government, the judiciary, 
and in private practice. We recently caught up with some of these graduates and asked them questions about their careers 
and their time at Maine Law.
KAITLYN HUSAR, ’15
Associate attorney, Pierce Atwood
As a new graduate of 
Maine Law in 2015, what 
are your career plans?
I took the bar exam in 
Maine in July 2015. Over 
the summer I worked 
part-time for Attorney 
Elizabeth Stout for her 
family law practice and in 
August I started at Pierce Atwood in Portland 
as an associate in the Real Estate practice 
group. 
How did Maine Law help you prepare for a 
career in bankruptcy law?
While I’m not practicing bankruptcy law, many 
of the issues I learned about and worked 
on related to bankruptcy are important in a 
commercial real estate practice. Areas of study 
that require students to grapple with complex 
statutes are important for preparing them to 
be lawyers in many practice areas. Additionally, 
Professors Lupica and Haines are very giving 
of their time and knowledge. Finally, having 
access to such excellent professionals makes 
the Maine Law program really great. 
What opportunities did you have in the 
bankruptcy field when you were a student at 
Maine Law?
In the spring of 2015, I externed with Judge 
Peter Cary, Chief Judge of the U.S. Bankruptcy 
Court for the District of Maine. I also had 
an externship in the consumer and housing 
division of Pine Tree Legal Assistance in fall 
2014. I participated in the Duberstein Moot 
Court Competition, and assisted with Professor 
Lupica’s Consumer Financial Distress Study.
Why should Maine Law students and prospec-
tive students consider a career in bankruptcy 
law?
Whether students are interested in individual 
consumer law or corporate law, having an 
understanding of bankruptcy is important. 
Opportunities to extern with the bankruptcy 
judge in Portland or to work with the Chapter 
13 trustee are unique because they allow you to 
dive into the practice of bankruptcy law. 
NATE HULL, ’09
Associate attorney, Verrill Dana;  
Chapter 7 Trustee
How long have you been 
working in the field of 
bankruptcy law? What 
jobs have you held in this 
field?
I have worked in the 
bankruptcy practice area 
since joining Verrill Dana 
in 2009. I’m also one of 
the four members of the panel of chapter 7 
trustees for the District of Maine and serve as 
co-chair of the Credit Abuse Resistance Educa-
tion (CARE) program, which provides financial 
literacy programming to high school students.
How did Maine Law help you prepare for a 
career in bankruptcy law?
First and foremost, Professor Lupica’s secured 
transactions class should be a prerequisite 
to graduating from Maine Law: you cannot 
overstate the importance of understanding a 
basic secured transaction in practice, regard-
less of your field. Second, there is no substitute 
for the broad-based curriculum Maine Law 
offers when it comes to practicing bankruptcy 
law, which necessarily involves many issues of 
state law.
What do you like best about bankruptcy law 
as an area of practice?
We are blessed with incredibly capable bank-
ruptcy judges in this district, including Maine 
Law’s own Judge Fagone, and I have a great 
deal of confidence that everyone on the other 
side of the bench, including the court staff, is 
working hard to get to the right answer. I also 
enjoy the ebb and flow of a bankruptcy case 
and the shifting alliances that are formed and 
then, almost as quickly, disappear as the case 
matures and different objectives surface.
Finally, bankruptcy practice here in Maine is a 
practical enterprise. Often, the greatest value 
you can provide to a client is offering a candid 
assessment of the situation and a sensible 
solution aimed at a quick resolution. I’m grate-
ful for how quickly I was forced to develop a 
“business” sense after law school by virtue of 
my entry into the bankruptcy field.     
PETER FESSENDEN, ’74
Standing Chapter 13 Trustee, District of Maine
Fellow, American College of Bankruptcy
What are the responsi-
bilities of a Chapter 13 
trustee?
I am the standing Chapter 
13 trustee, appointed (but 
not employed) by the 
United States Trustee in 
1981. A “standing” trustee 
(unlike a case-by-case 
trustee) is assigned all cases in her or his 
district and is permitted to maintain pooled 
bank accounts, rather than individual accounts 
for each debtor. I administer all Chapter 13 
cases in Maine. Since 1988, I have served as the 
case-by-case Chapter 12 trustee for all farm 
and (since 2005) fishing cases filed in Maine 
under that chapter.
How did Maine Law help you prepare for a 
career in bankruptcy law?
Foolishly, I did not take advantage of the Maine 
Law bankruptcy program while I was a student. 
Happily, I taught bankruptcy as adjunct faculty 
for five years and served as the Duberstein 
coach for seven or eight. There is nothing like 
teaching to force one to learn.
What do you like best about bankruptcy law 
as an area of practice?
With the exception of some bizarre provisions 
adopted in 2005, the Bankruptcy Code and 
Rules are a coherent, consistent and just body 
of law. I have the feeling that I am “doing the 
right thing” when I go to work each day. I am 
grateful for the opportunity.
 
Why should Maine Law students and prospec-
tive students consider a career in bankruptcy 
law?
As I mentioned, with only a few exceptions, 
the Bankruptcy Code and Rules are a coherent, 
consistent and just body of law. Practitioners 
can – and do – sense that they are “doing the 
right thing” every day. Secondly, the skilled and 
attentive practitioner can make a very good 
living … doing well by doing good.
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Maine Voices: Detention 
of immigrant women and 
children is not justified
By Amber Attalla and Laura Shaw
Portland Press Herald, Dec. 23, 2014. 
Reprinted with permission.
B ehind the tall barbed-wire fence that surrounds the Artesia Center, young children crowd around a 
small table inside a makeshift trailer to 
color with crayons on their photocopied 
pages of Disney’s “Frozen” coloring 
book. Their mothers wait solemnly to 
speak to an attorney, and guards stand 
post, monitoring every move.
How has the systematic imprison-
ment of women and their children, flee-
ing conditions of extreme violence in 
their home countries, found its place in 
the United States?
After spending a week last month 
volunteering at the Artesia Center 
(https://amberandlaurainartesia.word-
press.com/), an immigration jail cur-
rently housing around 400 women and 
children in a remote area of New Mex-
ico, we still cannot ascertain a justified, 
moral answer to that question. Instead of 
being held in detention, the women and 
children in Artesia should be released on 
reasonable bonds and given the opportu-
nity to fight their asylum cases remotely.
Most of our work at the jail was 
aimed at achieving this goal, which has 
several benefits.
First, outside of Artesia, individu-
Responding to a crisis at the border
Two Maine Law students traveled to New Mexico to 
provide legal help for women and children seeking 
refuge from Central America
HANDS-ON LEARNING
By Trevor Maxwell
University of Maine School of Law students Amber Attalla ’16, and Laura 
Shaw ‘15, in coordination with Maine Law’s Refugee and Human Rights 
Clinic, volunteered at The Artesia Center, a family immigration detention camp 
in New Mexico, for a week in November of 2014.
Attalla and Shaw provided legal assistance to children and women who 
had fled Central America and were seeking refuge in the U.S. The Maine Law 
students were the first legal representatives from Maine to travel to The Artesia 
Center in the wake of a humanitarian crisis on the southern U.S. border.
In the fall of 2014, more than 65,000 unaccompanied children and tens of 
thousands more Central Americans traveling as families sought refuge at the 
border. Most of these individuals fled their home countries due to conditions 
of extreme violence, gang activity, rape, and poverty. Unprepared for what has 
been characterized as a surge of immigration, the United States federal govern-
ment started The Artesia Center, a makeshift camp located in a remote, desolate 
area of New Mexico.
Representatives from the American Immigration Lawyers Association 
(AILA) along with other immigration advocacy organizations stated that “se-
vere due process violations” were taking place at The Artesia Center. Specifi-
cally, women and children fleeing their home countries out of fear of persecu-
tion were denied access to legal protections and had no meaningful opportunity 
to contact a lawyer. In response, lawyers and law students from around the 
country traveled to Artesia, volunteering their time to provide urgent legal as-
sistance to the women and children detained there.
Maine Law Professor Anna Welch, who oversees the law school’s Refugee 
and Human Rights Clinic, led the coordination of the trip. In the Clinic, student 
attorneys provide direct legal representation and advocacy to immigrants and 
refugees seeking political asylum and similar protections under federal law. To 
cover their costs, Shaw and Attalla raised $2,500 from area law firms, attor-
neys, fellow law students, staff and faculty from Maine Law, family, friends, 
and funding from the Student Bar Association at Maine Law.
Shaw, who graduated from Maine Law in the spring of 2015, returned to the 
southwest for a second week of volunteer work in May 2015. By that time, the 
remaining women and children from The Artesia Center had been relocated to a 
facility in Dilley, Texas.
Deeply affected by their volunteer experience at The Artesia Center, Attalla 
and Shaw wrote an opinion article after they returned from New Mexico. The 
piece was published in the Portland Press Herald.
è
als will have improved access to coun-
sel and resources, giving them a bet-
ter chance to adequately pursue their 
immigration claims. When the Artesia 
Center opened in June, the women and 
children there had no access to legal 
counsel. Noncitizens in the U.S. have no 
constitutional right to counsel, and Arte-
sia is about four hours from the closest 
major city.
Since June, attorneys from all over 
the country have been traveling to Arte-
sia to volunteer whatever services they 
can. But this often does not amount to 
the same level of representation and re-
sources one would receive if she had her 
own attorney with a local office.
Second, family immigration jails 
cause irreversible physical, emotional 
and psychological harm to women and 
children. This harm is escalated by the 
fact that mothers must recount, and thus 
relive, their horrifying stories in front of 
their children.
While in Artesia, we learned that 
most of the children at the facility are 
in poor physical and mental health. A 
woman who had been in Artesia since 
it opened reported that her daughter had 
been scratching her own face, pulling 
her hair out and talking about killing her-
self. Her daughter was 3 years old. Oth-
ers reported that children had lost up to 
10 pounds since arriving at the facility.
Generally, individuals can be re-
leased from detention on bond if they 
can show they are not a flight risk, are 
not a danger to the community and have 
ties in the United States.
In Artesia, however, Department of 
Homeland Security attorneys regularly 
argue that the women and children in the 
Artesia Center should not be released 
because they are part of a “mass migra-
tion scheme,” and thus present “risks to 
national security.”
Judges in Artesia often buy in to this 
argument, and set higher bonds as a re-
sult. For example, one woman was of-
fered a $12,000 bond simply because she 
had traveled to the United States with a 
group of others for a small portion of her 
journey.
The women fleeing Central America, 
primarily from El Salvador, Honduras 
and Guatemala, are not threats to our 
national security who need to be behind 
bars. They are strong, brave women who 
each have their own, tragic story of why 
they fled their country. They want noth-
ing more than to protect their children.
We met one 19-year-old woman 
who had traveled to the United States 
with her young daughter from El Sal-
vador. All her life, she had been physi-
cally, emotionally and sexually abused. 
When she began receiving death threats 
by gang members, she knew she had to 
get out. She said: “My choice was to stay 
and watch my daughter die or to leave.”
Unfortunately, although the Artesia 
Center is scheduled to close at the end 
of this year, the government is relocat-
ing these women and children to an im-
migration jail in Dilley, Texas, in mid-
December.
There is no justification for the sys-
tematic detention and mistreatment of 
refugee mothers and their children who 
have come to the U.S. to escape extreme 
violence and harm in their home coun-
tries. 
Releasing women and children with 
viable immigration claims will save tax-
payer dollars, prevent further physical 
and psychological trauma and will allow 
refugees to adequately prepare their im-
migration cases.  ML
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Maine Law’s Laura Shaw ‘15, right, and Amber Attalla ’16 with volunteer Carlos Rodriguez.
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By Trevor Maxwell,  
with Christopher Poulos
Before he became Chris Poulos the standout student at the University of Maine School of Law, he was Chris 
Poulos the addict. 
Before he was President of the Maine 
Law chapter of the American 
Constitution Society, he was 
Chris Poulos the convicted felon.
Before he landed a prestigious 
internship with the White House 
Office of National Drug Control 
Policy, and a legal fellowship 
with The Sentencing Project in 
Washington, D.C., he was Chris 
Poulos the troubled kid from Port-
land who needed a second chance 
and – perhaps more than anything 
else – people to believe in him. 
Poulos hasn’t forgotten his 
past. He isn’t running away from 
the struggles he endured, or the 
mistakes he made. Instead, the 
33-year-old continues to draw on 
all of his experiences, and every 
moment he spent changing his life 
for the better, as the fuel he needs 
to become a top attorney, mentor, 
and advocate. 
Poulos is a Dean’s List student 
in his final year at Maine Law. He 
is an emerging national leader in 
criminal justice policy and addic-
tion recovery. Individuals within 
the federal court system have de-
scribed him as one of the most ex-
traordinary examples of rehabili-
tation they have ever witnessed. 
Poulos recently presented a talk 
at the TEDxDirigo Conference in Port-
land about his journey. He was featured in 
a story and video in the Washington Post, 
was named by Portland Magazine as one 
of Maine’s “Most Intriguing “ people, and 
was selected by National Jurist Magazine 
as a “Law Student of the Year.” It has been 
an inspiring and remarkable turnaround for 
a man who spent much of life battling ad-
diction. 
“My greatest burden is also my greatest 
asset. It is one thing to read a book about 
what it means to be incarcerated, home-
less, or addicted; it is another thing entirely 
to have actually experienced and survived 
those challenges,” Poulos said. “I am an as-
set to people in the criminal justice system, 
to Maine Law, and to the legal profession 
not in spite of my past, but because of it.”
 
An advocate for reform 
Through a variety of means, including 
his summer 2015 fellowship with The Sen-
tencing Project and his fall 2015 internship 
at the White House, Poulos is focused on 
changing our nation’s ‘mass incarceration’ 
approach to criminal justice poli-
cy and substance use.
Over the past year he has col-
laborated with members of Con-
gress, national advocacy groups, 
and the Obama Administration on 
policy matters. Poulos is pushing 
for reforms that emphasize early 
intervention to break the cycle 
of poverty and addiction. On the 
local level, he chaired a subcom-
mittee for the City of Portland, 
which is exploring ways to divert 
eligible low-level offenders to-
ward treatment and other resourc-
es and away from the criminal 
justice system.
“For addiction, poverty, and 
mental health related offenses, 
jail alone is short-sighted. It is a 
Band Aid for a deep and infected 
wound,” Poulos said. “You can 
temporarily remove the person 
from his community to patch the 
wound, but it is incredibly more 
effective to perform the surgery 
necessary to address the under-
lying issues, and to provide an 
opportunity for the individual to 
become a productive member of 
society.”
 For several years, Poulos 
has been a mentor at Long Creek 
Youth Development Center, and he cur-
rently serves as a student attorney in the 
Making good on a second chance
‘My greatest burden is also my greatest asset.’
– Christopher Poulos ’16
STUDENT SPOTLIGHT
{ }
Christopher Poulos at the White House.
è
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Juvenile Justice Clinic at Maine Law. Pou-
los recalled being sworn in to the bar at 
the Maine Supreme Judicial Court as both 
powerful and surreal. “I went from utiliz-
ing the lawyer of the day, to being the law-
yer of the day. I now practice law in the 
very same court where I was once a juve-
nile defendant. I am honored and grateful 
to have this opportunity.”
“There is a criminalized class now, a 
new form of a caste system, under which 
members (those with criminal records) are 
often unable to find employment or ob-
tain housing and as soon as they attempt 
to move up in the class structure, they are 
judged by the worst thing they did, rath-
er than the sum of themselves,” he said. 
“Many are never allowed to even vote 
again, and this treatment continues long 
after they have completed their sentence.”
“If we truly expect people to change, 
we have to change our ways of thinking 
and acting. We must provide the tools 
people need to emerge as full members of 
society and positive role models in their 
communities once they have fulfilled their 
debt. A criminal conviction that is not a 
life sentence should not effectively serve 
as such, but unfortunately, it often does.”
 
From spiral down to sobriety
Poulos was in his early teens when he 
began a downward spiral of addiction to 
alcohol and drugs. He grew up without 
a father and experienced multiple tragic 
family losses during his teenage years. 
Despite stretches of homelessness, he 
graduated from Deering High School in 
Portland. But his addiction became worse, 
moving into hard liquor and cocaine. Time 
after time, he made destructive choices, 
and in 2007, he was charged in federal 
court with drug trafficking and possession 
of a firearm. The destructive choices Pou-
los made were always directly correlated 
to an underlying and untreated addiction. 
Since attaining sobriety over eight and a 
half years ago, Poulos has not received so 
much as a traffic ticket. He also made it 
clear that he takes full responsibility for his 
actions and does not blame others or his 
life circumstances for his decisions.         
“I achieved sobriety about a year before 
my indictment. That’s when my downward 
spiral ended. I was 24,” Poulos recalled.
Poulos continued his personal trans-
formation before he was sentenced and 
remained on this positive path throughout 
his nearly three-year period of incarcera-
tion. 
He taught English and prepared oth-
er inmates for their G.E.D. exams. He 
learned Spanish and the practice of yoga. 
He sponsored men in recovery and found-
ed a recovery support group at the federal 
prison in Lewisburg, Pa. He studied law 
and criminal justice policy, and knew he 
wanted to pursue his law degree.
 
Pathways to success
Upon his release, Poulos enrolled at the 
University of Southern Maine, where he 
got a job with Student Legal Services, and 
designed his own Maine State Judiciary in-
ternship. He was elected Chapter President 
of the National Political Science Honor 
Society, and received the Alan B. Rodway 
Memorial Scholarship at the recommenda-
tion of faculty.
Poulos had never earned an “A” before, 
and upon earning his first “A”, never again 
earned anything less as an undergraduate. 
After his first “A,” Poulos maintained a 
4.0 grade point average during each sub-
sequent semester, all while working two 
jobs, and paying his own way through col-
lege.
Poulos decided to publicly share his 
story because he feels the stigma attached 
to terms such as “felon” and “addict” can 
only be broken through knowing and ul-
timately accepting the real people these 
terms supposedly define. The public 
needs to be shown through example that 
people can change. The U.S. now has a 
prison population of more than 2.2 million 
people, a 500% increase over the last 40 
years, eclipsing the prison populations in 
all other nations, both in raw numbers and 
per capita.
The struggle for criminal justice policy 
reform is one of the most pressing fronts of 
the ongoing civil rights movement, Poulos 
said. He believes that it is hard to hate up 
close: “The recovery movement and those 
with criminal convictions have much to 
learn from the openness now seen in the 
LGBTQ community. So long as we hide 
ourselves in the shadows, society will keep 
us in the shadows.”
 
‘I wasn’t going to give up’
Poulos vividly recalls his first meeting 
with Peter Pitegoff, then dean at the Uni-
versity of Maine School of Law. Poulos 
eagerly told Pitegoff about his interest in 
social change, criminal justice, and his de-
sire to attend law school. Pitegoff was not 
as enthusiastic, Poulos recalled.
“He warned me that law is a very 
guarded profession, and that he didn’t 
know how receptive the legal community 
in Maine would be to me. He suggested 
that I might consider pursuing other ways 
to bring about change, other than pursuing 
a J.D.”
At the time, Poulos was crushed. But 
with the benefit of hindsight, he realized 
that Pitegoff was giving him his first lesson 
on what a person with Poulos’ background 
would face.
“Rather than patting me on the back, he 
gave me a realistic outlook, as much as it 
was painful at the time. I was discouraged, 
but I told him I wasn’t going to give up, 
and I didn’t. That conversation served to 
further fan the flame already burning with-
in me, which was then and remains now, 
fully determined to follow this path.”
Dean Pitegoff and the admissions team 
at Maine Law ultimately unanimously 
agreed to accept him.
“The first person I saw when I opened 
the door was Dean Pitegoff. He lit right 
up, as he does, and walked in my direc-
tion with his hand out. He said, ‘you are 
welcome here; you are part of this com-
munity now.’ That’s a moment I’ll never 
forget.”
At a recent speaking engagement with 
former foster care youths, Poulos stated, 
“Never believe anyone who tells you that 
you can’t go somewhere because of where 
you have been, or that you can’t do some-
thing because of what you have done. In-
stead, show them how.”  ML
‘I now practice law in the very same court 
where I was once a juvenile defendant.’
– Christopher Poulos ’16
{ }
Roughly 600 alumni, faculty, staff, students, and friends of the University of Maine School of Law gathered in South Port-land on April 10, 2015, to celebrate the careers of six retiring 
professors who have been at the heart of the law school for decades.
The Faculty Recognition Reception honored Professors David 
Cluchey, Jim Friedman, Marty Rogoff, Nancy Wanderer, Tom 
Ward, and Mel Zarr. Together these professors contributed over 
215 years of teaching, mentoring and scholarship during the last 
35 years, touching the lives of more than 2,900 of the 3,500 Maine 
Law alumni. Professors Friedman, Wanderer and Ward retired 
recently, while Cluchey, Rogoff, and Zarr are in the process of 
phased retirement.
The reception was held at the Marriott at Sable Oaks in South 
Portland. The program included a video tribute to the retiring 
professors, which can be viewed on Maine Law’s YouTube 
channel. The program also featured guest speakers from around the 
country, a slide show, and a live jazz trio. The event was hosted by 
Maine Law, the Maine Law Alumni Association and the University 
of Maine School of Law Foundation.
Guests traveled from 15 states across the country, including 
as far away as Washington and California. More than 20 
entities, including many law firms, sponsored the event. In 
honor of the retiring faculty members, the event raised about 
$40,000, benefitting the Maine Law Foundation Scholarship 
and Foundation Professorship Funds, held by the Maine Law 
Foundation. 
“Together, these professors have educated and mentored 
thousands of students, and helped shape the school’s identity and 
standards of excellence in teaching, research, and public service,” 
said Peter Pitegoff, former Dean at Maine Law. “Their legacy is 
reflected not only in the lives of their former students, but also in 
the energy and drive of the next generation of talented Maine Law 
professors.”
Special thanks go out to lead sponsors: Gorham Savings Bank, 
Baker Newman Noyes, Macpage LLC, Harvard Pilgrim Health 
Care, Sherman’s Books & Stationery, Bangor Savings Bank, 
Bangor Daily News, and Roach Hewitt Ruprecht Sanchez & 
Bischoff, P.C. 
Faculty Recognition Reception: Celebrating Legacy
Professor Emeritus Tom Ward, Professor Mel Zarr, Professor Emeritus Jim Friedman, Professor Emerita Nancy Wanderer, Professor David Cluchey, 
and Professor Marty Rogoff.
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Maine Law Deans gather at the Faculty Recognition event. From left are: L. Kinvin Wroth, Colleen Khoury, Peter Pitegoff, Danielle Conway, and 
Donald Zillman.
Honoring Six Maine Law Professors Who Have Made A Difference
Faculty Recognition Reception, Friday, April 10, 2015
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Professor Marty Rogoff Professor Emeritus Jim Friedman Professor Emerita Nancy Wanderer
Professor Emeritus Tom Ward Professor David Cluchey Professor Mel Zarr
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NEW INITIATIVE
By Trevor Maxwell
 
Maine Law continues to be an en-gaged and supportive partner of the Maine Center for Graduate 
Professional Studies Initiative, which is 
in its early development phase under the 
leadership of Eliot Cutler.
The initiative is a project of the Univer-
sity of Maine System. The Center would 
serve as a hub for greater collaboration 
among the law school and the two gradu-
ate business schools, with the promise that 
the professional and graduate schools will 
have significantly more interaction with 
Maine’s legal and business communities. 
It eventually would bring the Law School, 
the University of Maine and University of 
Southern Maine MBA programs, and po-
tentially the Muskie School of Public Ser-
vice, under one roof in Portland. Through 
technology, the Center would be linked 
with students and campuses throughout 
the state.
The initiative does not envision a 
merger of the Law School with other 
schools. Rather, it envisions value-added 
programming which could include, but 
is not limited to, the following: expand-
ed use of digitally distributed academic 
technologies; innovative new degree and 
non-degree programs and certificate offer-
ings, such as a master of science in law 
and business or law and public policy; and 
an entrepreneurship incubator capstone 
experience.
“The most vital role the Center can 
serve is as a hub to attract myriad enti-
ties, both public and private, to partner 
to compete for large grants and contracts 
that would stimulate research and devel-
opment aligned with Maine’s competitive 
advantages and economic development 
needs,” said Danielle Conway, dean at 
Maine Law.
Maine Law would retain its identity 
and autonomy as a law school accred-
ited by the American Bar Association and 
would reinforce its role as the law school 
of the University of Maine System. Maine 
Law would also continue to award joint 
degrees in law and business – J.D./MBAs 
– in conjunction with the business schools 
at the University of Maine and USM, as 
well as the J.D./M.P.P.M. and the J.D./
M.P.H. degrees with the Muskie School.
In the fall of 2015 Maine Law piloted 
two courses – a negotiation and mediation 
workshop and a course in environmental 
law and policy– in collaboration with the 
USM School of Business and the Muskie 
School.
“Interdisciplinary collaboration is es-
sential for the education of today’s law 
students, and the benefits are also clear 
for economic development in Maine,” 
Conway said. “We’re excited about the 
potential for this Center and the interdis-
ciplinary opportunities it presents for our 
students and graduates.”
Conway, along with the deans of the 
business programs and select faculty 
members from each school, are partici-
pating in an innovation roundtable, where 
they are sharing ideas on the projects and 
programming that are best suited for the 
new Center.
One of the nascent projects that Maine 
Law intends to bring to the table is a Cer-
tificate Program in Information Privacy, 
which would be available to law, busi-
ness, and public policy students, Conway 
said. Maine Law is a leader in information 
privacy law, and has hosted a successful 
Information Privacy Summer Institute 
since 2012. Students with this certificate 
would be excellent candidates for posi-
tions as chief privacy officers, risk manag-
ers, compliance officers, security analysts, 
and more.
The University of Maine System, with 
funding from the Harold Alfond Foun-
dation, engaged the Parthenon Group in 
2014 to conduct a market opportunity and 
feasibility study for a Portland-based Cen-
ter for Graduate Professional Studies.
The Parthenon Group presented its re-
port to the UMS Board of Trustees in No-
vember 2014. The Harold Alfond Foun-
dation then provided $1.25 million toward 
early stage development of the concept, 
including the hiring of Cutler as the ini-
tiative’s chief executive officer. Cutler is 
a well-known attorney, businessman, and 
former gubernatorial candidate. His job, 
essentially, is to build partnerships, an op-
erational framework, and pilot offerings 
for the new Center.
David Cluchey, a longtime professor 
at the University of Maine School of Law, 
recently wrote an op-ed about the initiative 
with James Suleiman, an associate profes-
sor of management information systems at 
the University of Southern Maine School 
of Business.
“Universities must focus on eliminat-
ing duplication and inefficiencies and 
adopt cost-effective technology with the 
goal of providing better education at low-
er cost. This is one of the important objec-
tives of the business and law initiative of 
the University of Maine System – to pro-
vide affordably priced, top-quality profes-
sional education in business and law that 
is closely aligned with the needs of the 
Maine economy,” Cluchey and Suleiman 
wrote in the Portland Press Herald.
“Sophisticated business leaders appre-
ciate the importance of law in the life of 
any business and are themselves knowl-
edgeable consumers of legal services. 
Lawyers who work with businesspeople 
quickly realize that the value they provide 
to those business clients depends to a sig-
nificant degree on their understanding of 
how the business operates and what the 
client really needs from the lawyer.”
“Increasingly, those with law degrees 
are branching out beyond the practice 
of law to positions in business organiza-
tions and to other non-legal opportunities 
where knowledge of the applicable law is 
essential to the competent performance of 
a leadership role.”  ML
What it means for Maine Law?
The Maine Center for Graduate Professional Studies Initiative:
Legal Writing 
Professor Angela 
Arey was a participant 
on a panel, “Word 
Crimes and Other 
Misdemeanors,” 
presented at the 2015 
Maine State Bar 
Association Winter 
Meeting. In June, 
Professor Arey gave a presentation, 
“Here’s What I’m Teaching Them: 
Educating Faculty on the Pedagogy 
of Teaching Writing to Help Students 
Transfer Their Skills to New Contexts,” 
at the Biennial Conference of the 
Association of Legal Writing Directors 
(ALWD), in Memphis.
Associate Professor 
Dmitry Bam’s article 
“Our Unconstitutional 
Recusal Procedures,” 
was published in 
volume 84 of the 
Mississippi Law 
Journal. This is the first 
article to argue that the 
recusal procedures used in the majority 
of American courts is unconstitutional 
as it violates the Due Process Clause 
by allowing the challenged judge to 
determine for him or herself to step down 
from a case, thereby acting “as a judge in 
his own cause.” In addition to his work 
on the aforementioned article, Professor 
Bam was also a speaker at NYU’s 
symposium, “Judicial Recusal Five Years 
After Caperton.” His comments will be 
published in the New York University 
Journal of Legislation and Public Policy. 
You can watch Professor Bam’s panel on 
the NYU YouTube channel.
Clinical Professor 
James Burke continues 
to work with students 
at the Cumberland 
Legal Aid Clinic. He 
assisted a student in 
writing a brief for the 
Law Court in Butterfield 
v. Gilbert, 2015 Me. 
Unpub. LEXIS 21, Mem. 15-21. In 
addition, Professor Burke chaired a 
panel, “Incompetency, Insanity, Mental 
Abnormality and Crazy Stuff: Know the 
Basics,” at the 2015 Maine Association of 
Criminal Defense Lawyers. 
Associate Professor 
Richard Chen is our 
newest faculty member, 
joining Maine Law in 
the fall of 2015 after 
previously serving as 
a Visiting Assistant 
Professor at Pepperdine 
University School of 
Law. Professor Chen 
teaches and writes in the field of civil 
procedure, corporations, international 
business law, and remedies. Professor 
Chen had two articles published in 
the summer of 2015. The first paper, 
“Suboptimal Human Rights Decision-
Making,” 42 Fla. St. U. L. Rev. 645 
(2015), applies insights from behavioral 
economics and cognitive psychology to 
show that some human rights violations 
likely result from suboptimal decision-
making as opposed to rational choice. 
The paper argues that the human rights 
community should supplement efforts to 
deter violations and spread norms with 
more attention to improving the decision-
making process of states and their 
leaders in this area. Professor Chen’s 
second paper, “A Contractual Approach 
to Investor-State Regulatory Disputes,” 
40 Yale J. Int’l L. 295 (2015), considers 
how international tribunals have analyzed 
the fair and equitable treatment clause 
contained in most bilateral investment 
treaties. The paper argues that tribunals 
should interpret this clause using tools 
from contract law to approximate the 
intent of the contracting states, thereby 
avoiding the policy discretion that 
existing approaches would require 
tribunals to exercise.
Professor David 
Cluchey retired from 
the law school in August 
of 2015 but returned in 
the fall to teach Antitrust 
Law to second and 
third year law students. 
Professor Cluchey 
continues to study, write, 
and lecture about the Russian legal system. 
This past year he authored an op-ed piece 
in the Maine Sunday Telegram, “Russia 
and the Rule of Law.” Professor Cluchey 
gave two lectures on these issues, the first 
to the Osher Life Long Learning Institute 
and the other at the University of Maine 
School of Law as part of the International 
Law Society lunchtime program. In 
addition, Professor Cluchey has written an 
op-ed piece on the proposed Maine Center 
for Graduate Professional Studies, and the 
benefits of the Center for the University of 
Maine System. 
Dean and Professor of 
Law Danielle Conway 
joined the Law School 
on July 1, 2015. She 
is nationally known 
as a leading expert in 
public procurement 
law, entrepreneurship, 
and as an advocate 
for minorities and Indigenous Peoples. 
Dean Conway teaches in the areas of 
Intellectual Property Law, Licensing 
Intellectual Property, International 
Intellectual Property Law, Internet Law 
& Policy, and Government Contract 
Law. Dean Conway has authored 
numerous books, book chapters, and 
articles. Her most recent books include 
Transnational Intellectual Property Law 
(with Nguyen & Mtima) West Publishing, 
2015, Licensing Intellectual Property: 
Theory and Application (with Nguyen 
& Gomulkiewicz) Wolters Kluwer, 3d 
Edition, 2015, and Intellectual Property, 
Software, and Information Licensing: 
Law and Practice (with Nguyen & 
Gomulkiewicz), Bloomberg BNA, 
2015 Supplement. Dean Conway also 
contributed chapters to two recent books: 
“The Miracle at Marrakesh: Doing Justice 
for the Blind and Visually Impaired While 
Changing the Culture of Norm Setting 
at WIPO,” in Diversity in Intellectual 
Property Law: Identities, Interests, and 
Intersections, Cambridge University Press 
(Irene Calboli and Srividhya Ragava, eds. 
2015) and “Government IP Procurement 
Policy: Facilitating Entrepreneurship and 
Social Justice in the Global Knowledge 
Economy,” in Intellectual Property, 
Entrepreneurship, and Social Justice, 
Edward Elgar Publishing (Mtima, ed. 
2015). Dean Conway has also delivered 
numerous speeches since  July 1, 2015, 
predominantly focusing on two themes: 
first, the role of a public law school in 
the larger community and, second, the 
imperative to recapture the narrative of the 
lawyer and the legal profession.
Professor Christine 
Davik presented her 
scholarship at several 
public speaking 
engagements, including 
a presentation at the 
Works In Progress 
Colloquium at George 
Washington University 
Law School, where she presented, 
“ACCESS GRANTED: The Necessity 
Presumption of Public Access under the 
CFAA and Beyond.” She also presented 
this paper at the United States Patent and 
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Trademark Office. In addition, Professor 
Davik presented her article “We Know 
Who You Are and What You are Made 
Of: The Illusion of Internet Anonymity 
and Its Impact on Protection From 
Genetic Discrimination,” at Arizona State 
University’s Governance of Emerging 
Technologies Conference.
Libra Visiting 
Professor James 
B. Haines, Jr. 
continues his visiting 
professorship at 
the Law School. In 
addition to his teaching 
responsibilities, Judge 
Haines appeared on 
a panel addressing ethics for attorneys 
in insolvency practice for a Maine Bar 
Association CLE. He also served as 
editor/advisor to authors drafting trial 
court bench books addressing both civil 
and criminal processes in the Republic 
of Kosovo. Those bench books were 
published in mid-August and distributed 
to judges, capping an 18-month effort. 
Both books were published in both 
Albanian and Serbian languages. In 
August, Judge Haines spoke at the 
Montana State Bar’s Bankruptcy CLE 
in Great Falls, Montana, addressing 
bankruptcy decisions handed down by 
the U.S. Supreme Court last term. Most 
recently, Judge Haines was retained by 
the Administrative Office of U.S. Courts 
to serve as an expert/advisor for a special 
study addressing alternative structures for 
delivering administrative services to court 
units throughout the federal judiciary.
Law Library Director 
Christine Iaconeta 
completed her term as 
Chair of the Academic 
Law Libraries Special 
Interest Section (ALL-
SIS) of the American 
Association of Law 
Libraries (AALL) 
in July. She continues to serve the 
organization’s executive board as its 
Immediate Past-Chair until July 2016. 
ALL-SIS is the second largest special 
interest section in AALL and works to 
promote the interests and address issues of 
concern to those working in academic law 
libraries. In addition, Professor Iaconeta’s 
book review of Introduction to Law 
Firm Practice, by Michael Downy, was 
published in volume 107 of Law Library 
Journal. 
Professor Lois Lupica 
returned this fall from 
a year-long sabbatical 
during which she was 
extremely productive. 
She edited the book, 
The Best of the ABI, 
2014: The Year In 
Consumer Bankruptcy; 
and wrote two books: Bankruptcy 
Cases and Materials, 6th Edition (with 
M. Howard) (West Publishing); and 
Developing “Practice Ready” Bankruptcy 
Lawyers (with M. Howard) (West 
Publishing). Professor Lupica also was 
a speaker at several conferences, giving 
presentations on a variety of bankruptcy 
issues, including a presentation on the 
Consumer Bankruptcy Fee Study she 
conducted entitled “Who’s Driving The 
Train: Chapter 13 in Theory and Practice” 
at the National Conference of Bankruptcy 
Judges Annual Meeting. She also 
presented a program, “Technology, Social 
Media & Legal Ethics” at the American 
Bankruptcy Institute’s Winter Leadership 
Conference. At the Maine State Bar 
Association meeting, Professor Lupica 
presented a program, “How to Help 
Consumers in Financial Distress.” As part 
of her work as the American Bankruptcy 
Institute Resident Scholar, Professor 
Lupica conducted several podcast 
interviews housed on the ABI website. 
These included an interview with Kevin 
Baum and Craig Nutterbaum, authors of 
“Survival Guide for New Lawyers”; an 
interview with former White House Chief 
Information Officer, Theresa Payton about 
privacy in the age of Big Data; and with 
Judge Steven Rhodes, the presiding judge 
in the Detroit Chapter 9 case.
Professor Jeffrey 
Maine, voted by 
students as the 2014-
2015 Professor of the 
Year, completed the 
second edition of his 
treatise Intellectual 
Property Taxation: 
Transaction and 
Litigation Issues (Bloomberg BNA) 
(with Nguyen); the second edition of his 
textbook Intellectual Property Taxation: 
Problems and Materials (Carolina 
Academic Press) (with Nguyen); and the 
sixth edition of his study aid A Student’s 
Guide to the Internal Revenue Code 
(LexisNexis) (with Gershon). Professor 
Maine’s forthcoming publications include 
a chapter, “Corporate Income Taxation 
of Intellectual Property,” in the book 
Intellectual Capital Readiness: The Use 
of Intangibles To Access Capital Markets 
(World Intellectual Property Organization). 
His forthcoming article, “Branding 
Taxation,” will be published in the Georgia 
Law Review. Here, he and co-author 
Professor Nguyen advance proposals 
for enhancing the current tax regime 
governing branding expenditures. On 
April 14, 2015, Professor Maine presented 
“From Apple to Victoria’s Secret: The Tax 
Use and Abuse of the Intellectual Property 
Holding Company” at the University of 
Indiana Robert H. McKinney School of 
Law in Indianapolis. He discussed the 
offshore migration of intellectual property, 
the subject of a forthcoming book to be 
published by Cambridge University Press.
Professor and Director 
of the Center for 
Oceans & Coastal 
Law Charles Norchi 
continues to write, 
present, and blog on 
various aspects of ocean 
and coastal law. He is 
the co-editor on the 
Brill publication, International Straits 
of the World, and has two forthcoming 
articles: “Maritime Features in the Public 
Order of the Oceans,” to be published in 
the Journal of Territorial and Maritimes 
Studies, Seoul, Korea (Winter/Spring 
2016); and “After Afghanistan: American 
Foreign Policy and International Law” 
(Forthcoming 2016). Professor Norchi’s 
presentations are varied and include 
such topics as international corporate 
governance, international law and the 
arctic, the maritime boundary negotiation 
between the Republic of Korea and the 
People’s Republic of China, and graduate 
legal education in the United States. 
Professor Norchi’s summer travel to 
Istanbul and Ethiopia inspired two blog 
posts featured on the Maine Law Faculty 
Research blog. You can read them at 
mainelaw.maine.edu/faculty/research.
Clinical Professor Christopher 
Northrop continues his work with the 
Juvenile Justice Clinic. In April 2015 he 
offered testimony in support of Maine 
L.D. 1029, “An Act to Improve Maine’s 
Juvenile Justice System.” His testimony 
was in support of the provision’s call to 
end the practice of indiscriminate use of 
physical restraints on children in Maine’s 
delinquency courts. The testimony can 
be found online at www.mainelegislature.
org/legis/bills/getTestimonyDoc.
asp?id=28279. In addition to his work at 
the clinic, Professor Northrop continues to 
work with the Juvenile Justice Advisory 
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Group and Muskie 
School of Public 
Service to measure and 
address Maine’s racial 
and ethnic disparities 
in the juvenile justice 
system, and he 
continues to work with 
the Preble Street Law 
project. This collaboration with KIDS 
Legal and Preble Street Resource Center 
allows supervised clinic students to 
provide legal consultations on issues of 
parenting, health, education and housing 
rights to homeless youth in Portland.
Professor Peter 
Pitegoff published 
an article, “Edmund 
Muskie’s Creative 
Federalism and 
Urban Development 
Today,” in the Buffalo 
Law Review and 
moderated a panel on 
the same subject for a conference, 
“Connecting Law and Legislature: The 
Legacy of Ed Muskie.” He presented on 
“Principles of Board Development and 
Governance,” at the Local Initiatives 
Support Corporation (LISC) national 
rural seminar and published an op-ed 
piece, “Lack of Oversight Will Cost 
Mid-Coast Charity,” in the Maine Sunday 
Telegram. Professor Pitegoff participated 
in a round-table discussion with Maine’s 
federal judiciary on developments 
in the legal profession and academy. 
He continues to serve on the board of 
directors of Coastal Enterprises Inc. 
(CEI), a Maine-based national leader in 
community development finance, and 
on its executive and finance, audit, and 
CEO transition committees. In July 2015, 
Pitegoff stepped down as Dean after 10 
years, shifting gears to return to teaching, 
research, and continued public service as 
a full-time professor at Maine Law.
Professor Martin 
Rogoff’s article “Le 
democrazia diretta in 
Francia” was accepted 
in the Italian legal 
periodical Diritto 
Pubblico Comparato 
Ed Europeo. Professor 
Rogoff also completed 
the book La Democrazia Diretta with 
colleagues Elisabetta Palici di Suni Prat 
and Eloy Garcia Lopez, which will be part 
of a series titled Le Frontiere del Diritto, 
published by G. Giappichelli. The book 
will be published in three languages: 
English, Italian, and Spanish. In addition 
to the writing he did for the book, 
Professor Rogoff was responsible for 
translating the parts of the book originally 
written in Italian and Spanish into English.
Professor Sarah 
Schindler was recently 
named the Glassman 
Faculty Research 
Scholar, a designation 
that honors Harry and 
Caroline Glassman, 
who both taught at 
Maine Law and served 
as judges of the Maine Supreme Judicial 
Court. Professor Schindler continues 
to develop a national reputation for 
her scholarship, which focuses on the 
intersection of sustainable development 
and land use law. Her most recent piece, 
“Architectural Exclusion: Discrimination 
and Segregation Through Physical Design 
of the Built Environment,” was published 
in volume 124 of the Yale Law Journal. 
This piece considers legal responses to 
the use of agriculture and urban design 
for exclusionary purposes. Professor 
Schindler’s article “Regulating the 
Underground: Secret Supper Clubs, Pop-
Up Restaurants, and the Role of the Law” 
was part of an invited online symposium, 
“Grassroots Innovation & Regulatory 
Adaptation,” available online at “The 
Dialogue,” a source for online content 
published by the University of Chicago 
Law Review. Professor Schindler’s piece 
can be found here: lawreview.uchicago.
edu/page/regulating-underground-secret-
supper-clubs-pop-restaurants-and-role-
law#overlay-context=page/regulating-
underground-secret-supper-clubs-pop-
restaurants-and-role-law. In it, she 
discusses what society should do about 
regulating secret supper clubs and pop-up 
restaurants, which are rapidly growing in 
popularity, yet many are illegal, operating 
without regulation, and in violation of 
health, zoning, employment and business-
licensing regulations.
Professor and Cumberland Legal Aid 
Clinic Director Deirdre Smith continues 
to focus her writing in the areas of 
Maine courts, evidence, and psychology 
and the court system. She presented 
“Parental Rights Matters in Probate and 
District Courts: Origins, Challenges, 
& Strategies” at the Maine State Bar 
Association’s Family Law Institute in 
September. In addition, she presented 
her article “Dangerous Diagnoses, 
Risky Assumptions, and the Failed 
Experiment of ‘Sexually Violent Predator’ 
Commitment,” at the 
International Congress 
of Law and Mental 
Health, put on by 
International Academy 
of Law and Mental 
Health, in Vienna, 
Austria, in July. This 
article is published in 
volume 67 of the Oklahoma Law Review. 
In addition, Professor Smith co-authored 
a piece with Bruce Borkosky, Ph.D, 
“The Risks and Benefits of Disclosing 
Psychotherapy Records to the Legal 
System: What Psychologists and Patients 
Need to Know for Informed Consent.” 
This article was published in volume 
40 of the International Journal of Law 
and Psychiatry in the fall of 2015. Also 
of note, Professor Smith’s piece, “The 
Disordered and Discredited Plaintiff: 
Psychiatric Evidence in Civil Litigation,” 
31 Cardozo L.Rev. 749, 821 (2010) was 
cited in Judge Weinstein’s opinion out 
of the Eastern District of New York, in 
G.M.M., minor child v. Mark Kimpson, 
to support the argument that use of race-
based statistics should be discontinued. 
Professor Jennifer Wriggins’ book; The 
Measure of Injury: Race, Gender, and 
Tort Law, in which she discusses how tort 
law and lead paint case damage awards 
demonstrate racial and ethnic bias in the 
judicial system, was also cited throughout 
Judge Weinstein’s opinion.  
Visiting Professor 
Jeff Thaler’s most 
recent work, “From 
Immersion with Farmers 
and Autoworkers 
to Refugees and 
Immigrants: 40 Years 
of Transformational 
Learning” is 
published in Putting the Local in Global 
Education: Transformative Learning 
Through Domestic Off-Campus 
Programs. This publication explores the 
underlying pedagogy, development and 
implementation of a nationally unique 
experiential education program in Portland 
for college students to live with host 
refugee or immigrant families, and to work 
in public schools or health clinics.
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Legal Writing 
Emeritas Professor 
Nancy Wanderer 
continues to write her 
column, “Res Ipsa 
Loquitur” for the 
Maine Bar Journal. It 
deals with everything 
from brief-writing to 
plagiarism to grammar, punctuation, and 
usage. Professor Wanderer has also been 
elected to the board of Legal Services for 
the Elderly, Coastal Studies for Girls, the 
Western Maine Wellesley Club, and the 
OceanView Resident Assistance Fund.
She has also been asked to serve on the 
marketing committee of the Campaign for 
Justice.
Associate Clinical 
Professor Anna Welch 
continues to expand 
the reach of Maine 
Law’s Refugee and 
Human Rights Clinic 
through her many 
opinion pieces, speaking 
engagements, and 
broader advocacy projects. Of particular 
interest was Professor Welch’s Op-Ed, 
“LePage’s Immigration Lawsuit Has No 
Legal Basis: Instead He Should Urge 
Congress to Act,” available online at 
bangordailynews.com/2014/12/29/opinion/
lepages-immigration-lawsuit-has-no-legal-
basis-instead-he-should-urge-congress 
-to-act/. Here, Professor Welch argued 
that the governor’s action was ineffective 
and would result in a waste of taxpayer 
money. She suggests the governor and 
others unhappy with President Obama’s 
action should encourage Congress to 
pass a bill that addresses the need for 
immigration reform. Professor Welch’s 
letter to the editor on the issue of denying 
General Assistance to people without 
immigration papers, available online at 
www.pressherald.com/2014/06/28/letter-
to-the-editor-cutting-aid-for-illegals-
comes-with-too-high-a-cost/, argued the 
action would adversely affect Maine’s 
most vulnerable populations, including 
asylum seekers and abused and neglected 
immigrant children. Her article with co-
author Jennifer Koh, “Integrating Skills 
and Collaborating Across Law Schools: 
An Example from Immigration Law,” was 
accepted for publication in volume 16 of 
the Nevada Law Journal. Professor Welch 
also continues to present at a number of 
CLE events including the Maine State Bar 
Association’s Family Law CLE Event, the 
Maine State Bar Association’s Legal Year 
in Review, and CLE events coordinated 
by the Immigrant Legal Advocacy Project. 
She remains involved in a number of 
advocacy projects including national 
efforts to address the crisis at our southern 
border with respect to the detention of 
immigrant women and children.
Associate Legal 
Writing Professor 
Sara Wolff was a 
guest speaker at Colby 
College for students 
enrolled in “Legal 
Writing and Legal 
Argument: Through 
and After Law School.” 
This course is designed to give those 
considering law school an introduction 
to legal writing and analysis, oral 
presentation and advocacy. Professor 
Wolff spoke directly on the various ways 
people use a law degree, what to expect 
in law school, and the critical importance 
of the skill of legal writing. In addition, 
Professor Wolff recently completed 
revising Uniform Maine Citations, the 
2015 edition of which is now available 
online at mainelaw.maine.edu/academics/
journals/uniform-maine-citations.
Professor Jennifer 
Wriggins has been 
appointed Associate 
Dean for Academic 
Affairs, making her 
responsible for many 
aspects of the curricular 
life of the law school. 
Even with these added 
duties, Professor Wriggins continues to 
teach, write and present. In September, 
Professor Wriggins was a panelist at 
“Legal Issues: Federal and State-In Access 
to Medical Care and Insurance for GLBT 
Mainers.” This presentation discussed 
the Affordable Care Act, other federal 
laws, and Maine law as they relate to 
coverage for medical treatment for issues 
pertinent to the GLBT community. In 
addition, a new draft regulation under the 
Affordable Care Act, “Nondiscrimination 
in Health Programs and Activities,” was 
also outlined. Also of note, Professor 
Wriggins’ book, The Measure of Injury: 
Race, Gender, and Tort Law, in which 
she discusses how tort law and lead paint 
case damage awards demonstrate racial 
and ethnic bias in the judicial system, 
was cited throughout Judge Weinstein’s 
opinion out of the Eastern District of 
New York, in G.M.M., minor child v. 
Mark Kimpson. The decision held that the 
admission of race-based earning tables in 
a lead poisoning case to reduce damages 
is unconstitutional, where a Hispanic child 
was seeking recovery for lead poisoning 
and the defense lawyer tried to argue that 
the child had a lower earning capacity. 
Professor Deirdre Smith’s piece “The 
Disordered and Discredited Plaintiff: 
Psychiatric Evidence in Civil Litigation,” 
31 Cardozo L.Rev. 749, 821 (2010) was 
also cited in Judge Weinstein’s opinion 
to support the argument that use of race-
based statistics should be discontinued.
 
Professor Melvyn Zarr 
remains very active 
while phasing toward 
retirement. In fall of 
2015 he taught Criminal 
Procedure to the first 
year students and was a 
member of the team that 
developed the Maine 
Rules of Unified Criminal Procedure that 
went into effect on July 1, 2015. Professor 
Zarr will teach a course, Federal Courts, in 
the fall of 2016.
Professor Donald 
Zillman’s article, 
“Small Towns, Big 
Projects,” with Maine 
Law alumnus Simon 
Beirne, ’15, and student 
Elizabeth Elsbach, 
’16, was featured in 
the book Sharing the 
Costs and Benefits of Energy and Resource 
Activity: Legal Change and Impact on 
Communities, published by Oxford 
University Press. Also forthcoming this 
year by Professor Zillman is the book, 
Living the World War (with Elizabeth 
Elsbach). Volume two of this book is 
already in the works and Professor Zillman 
is also working on the much anticipated 
revision of Maine Tort Law, originally 
published in 1992.
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1974
Robert Moore, president and CEO of Dead 
River Co., announced that he will retire 
in 2016. Moore has been with Dead River 
since 1995, when he was hired as general 
counsel and vice president of administration. 
He previously served as a senior advisor to 
Maine Gov. John R. McKernan Jr., and is a 
former Navy officer and former partner at 
Pierce Atwood.
1976
Holly Elissa Bruno published her fifth book, 
The Comfort of Little Things: An Educator’s 
Guide to Second Chances, with Redleaf 
Press.
The Hon. Janet Mills, Maine’s attorney 
general, received the 2015 L. Kinvin Wroth 
Award at the Maine Law commencement 
ceremony on May 16. The award honors 
a Maine Law graduate who has achieved 
distinction in his or her career by contributing 
as a leader, locally, nationally or globally, 
and who has helped advance his or her alma 
mater. Mills is the first woman attorney 
general in Maine history. 
Jonathan Sprague was appointed as a Federal 
Administrative Law Judge with the Social 
Security Administration, Office of Disability 
Adjudication and Review, in Middlesboro, 
Ky. 
1978
John Alsop, a Maine assistant attorney 
general working in the homicide unit of the 
criminal division, was profiled in March 2015 
by the Kennebec Journal. The article featured 
Alsop’s talents as an artist.
Paula Singer retired from Thomson Reuters, 
which in 2012 acquired tax software 
developed by Singer and her husband through 
their company, Windstar Technologies Inc. 
Singer also became of-counsel to the tax 
law firm Vacovec, Mayotte & Singer LLP in 
Newton, Mass., where she had been a partner 
for 17 years.
1979
Judith Andrucki and Mara King, ’07, 
announced the opening of their new law firm, 
Andrucki & King, in Lewiston. The firm 
focuses on family law. King has worked with 
Andrucki since 2007 as an associate attorney.
Wayne R. Douglas of Ocean Park was 
nominated by Gov. Paul LePage and is now 
serving as a justice of the Maine Superior 
Court. Judge Douglas was appointed to the 
Maine District Court bench in 2002 by former 
Gov. Angus King, for whom he had served as 
chief legal counsel.
1987
The Maine Community Foundation hired 
Steven Rowe as president and CEO. A 
former Democratic candidate for governor, 
Rowe served as Maine attorney general from 
2001 to 2009 and in the Maine House of 
Representatives from 1992 to 2000, including 
a term as Speaker. Most recently, Rowe 
was president of the New Hampshire-based 
Endowment for Health.
 
1990
Brenda Buchanan of Westbrook published 
her first and second novels, Quick Pivot, 
and Cover Story. The books are the first two 
installments of a mystery series featuring 
fictional Portland journalist Joe Gale. 
Buchanan continues her work as a partner at 
Warren, Currier & Buchanan in Portland.
Elizabeth Stout launched the Maine 
Community Law Center in Portland while 
maintaining her solo practice as a family law 
attorney, guardian ad litem, and mediator. The 
MCLC is a nonprofit law firm dedicated to 
providing legal services to all Maine people, 
especially those who earn too much to qualify 
for legal aid but not enough to afford full-
price services. 
1991
Christopher Keating of Tuftonboro, N.H., 
was named executive director of the 
Administrative Office of the Courts for the 
state of New Hampshire. Keating served as 
executive director of the New Hampshire 
Public Defender’s office for 11 years before 
being tapped in 2012 to head the state’s 
Judicial Council.
1994
Peter Carlisle, managing director of Olympics 
& Action Sports, was inducted into the 
Maine Sports Hall of Fame. Carlisle has been 
an agent for Olympic gold medalists Seth 
Wescott and Michael Phelps and presides 
over the global agency that has represented 
the most Olympic medalists and marketable 
Olympic athletes since 2002.
1996
The Sun Journal newspaper in Lewiston 
profiled Jamie Belleau, a partner with 
Trafton, Matzen, Belleau & Frenette, and 
head coach of the Lewiston High School 
boys’ hockey team.
1999
Timothy Bailey was named New England 
regional director of field operations for 
the  Office of Intelligence and Analysis 
of the U.S. Department of Homeland 
Security, responsible for supervising I&A 
field activities in New England. He also 
was selected to the National Intelligence 
University’s Leadership and Management 
program. 
2000
Lance E. Walker of Falmouth was nominated 
by Gov. Paul LePage and is now serving as 
a justice on the Maine Superior Court. Judge 
Walker was appointed to the Maine District 
Court bench in 2014 after being a partner 
in the firm Norman, Hanson & DeTroy in 
Portland. 
2001
Adam Cote was promoted to the rank of 
major in the Maine Army National Guard’s 
133rd Engineer Battalion. Cote has served 
in Bosnia, Iraq, and Afghanistan. He is a 
cofounder and CEO of Thermal Energy 
Storage of Maine, a company working with 
utilities and renewable-energy providers to 
promote Thermal Energy Storage (TES) and 
off-peak heating and cooling systems. Cote 
previously practiced law at Pierce Atwood.
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CLASS NOTES 
New job? Written a book? 
Received an honor or award? What 
about moves, marriages, kids and 
other personal milestones? Let 
your classmates and the Maine Law 
community hear about your latest 
news. Send an email to  
lawalum@maine.edu.
The ACLU of Maine presented its 2015 
Justice Louis Scolnik Award to Sara Gagne-
Holmes of Readfield. Gagne-Holmes is a 
senior program associate with the John T. 
Gorman Foundation. The award honors 
members of the legal community who have 
demonstrated an outstanding commitment to 
the protection of civil liberties. 
2003
Kenneth Albert, who holds dual advanced 
degrees in law and nursing, replaced Sheila 
Pinette in February 2015 as director of 
the Maine Center for Disease Control 
and Prevention. Albert previously served 
as director of the Division of Licensing 
and Regulatory Services for the Maine 
Department of Health and Human Services, 
which oversees the CDC.
2004
The Women’s Law Association of the 
University of Maine School of Law 
recognized Katherine Knox of Bernstein 
Shur as the 2014 Outstanding Alumna Award 
Recipient. Knox focuses her practice on 
lobbying, campaign compliance, and election 
law. She is general counsel for the Maine 
Democratic Party, an adjunct professor at 
Maine Law, and a member of the National 
Association of Women Lawyers.
2007
Mara King announced the opening of the 
new law firm, Andrucki & King, with fellow 
Maine Law alumnus Judith Andrucki, ’79. 
Located in Lewiston, the firm focuses on 
family law. King has worked with Andrucki 
since 2007 as an associate attorney.
Matthew J. Libby joined Preti Flaherty as 
an associate in the firm’s Boston office. His 
practice focuses on a range of litigation 
matters, including commercial litigation and 
professional liability. Libby previously served 
as assistant district attorney in Plymouth 
County, Mass.
Nancy McBrady of Cumberland, formerly an 
attorney at Preti Flaherty in Portland, became 
executive director of the Wild Blueberry 
Commission of Maine.
2008
Benjamin K. Grant of Portland was promoted 
to partner at McTeague Higbee, a Topsham-
based law firm. Grant joined the firm in 2008, 
focusing on labor and workers’ compensation 
law. 
Matthew Morris recently joined Kerstein, 
Coren, & Lichtenstein, LLP, a full-service 
firm in Wellesley, Mass. He is a partner in 
the firm’s tax and estate planning department. 
Previously, Morris was an associate at M. 
Robinson & Company, a boutique tax firm in 
Boston, where he specialized in the resolution 
of federal and state tax controversies.
2013
Jamie Levenseler joined Crandall, Hanscom, 
& Collins, P.A. in Rockland as an associate. 
Levenseler focuses on real estate, business 
law, and estate planning.
Kasia Park joined Drummond Woodsum, 
practicing in the trial services group at the 
firm’s Portland office. She represents clients 
in a range of complex and commercial 
litigation matters. Park previously was 
an attorney at Pierce Atwood, where she 
was honored as Pro Bono Lawyer of the 
Year at the firm’s first annual Pro Bono & 
Community Service Award Ceremony. 
2014
Kevin Decker joined Bernstein Shur in 
Portland as an attorney in the firm’s litigation 
and dispute resolution, energy, and municipal 
and governmental services practice groups. 
Decker previously served as law clerk to the 
Hon. William J. Kayatta Jr., of the U.S. Court 
of Appeals for the First Circuit.
Jacqueline Moss and Elizabeth Fuller 
Valentine were hired as the first staff 
attorneys for the Maine Community Law 
Center in Portland. The nonprofit law firm is 
dedicated to providing legal services to all 
Maine people.
Victoria Rodriguez-Roldan joined the 
National LGBTQ Task Force in Washington, 
D.C., as the new Trans/Gender Non-
Conforming Justice project director. Born and 
raised in San Juan, Puerto Rico, Rodriguez-
Roldan has been a leading advocate for 
transgender and gender nonconforming 
people.
Ari Solotoff joined Bernstein Shur in Portland 
as an attorney in the firm’s business and 
corporate governance practice groups. His 
practice will focus on helping businesses and 
nonprofits realize their goals by addressing 
their general corporate transactional and 
governance matters.
2015
Conor Shankman joined Bernstein Shur in 
Portland as an attorney in the firm’s litigation 
and dispute resolution practice group. His 
practice will focus on assisting organizations 
that need litigation support and counsel in 
data, privacy, and technology integration.
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Maine Law’s Class of ’15 donated two picnic tables, located outside the Law Building, to the 
school. Pictured are Betsy Boardman and Joanna Bridges, members of the class
University of Maine School of Law
Annual Philanthropy Report 2014-2015
What did you do prior to coming to Maine Law? I worked 
in corrections, both residential and prison settings, as a 
case manager.
Why did you choose to attend the University of Maine 
School of Law? Maine Law has a collegial atmosphere that 
you cannot find at many law schools. At Maine Law you 
have the opportunity to cultivate your passion for the law, 
in a field that interests you, with the support of faculty and 
professionals who have the network and connections to 
support your interests.
What has been most helpful to you in making the 
adjustment to the life of a Maine Law Student? The 
support of the faculty and legal community, and their 
willingness to embrace students and their interests, but also 
support from my peers. Fellow students, with whom we 
compete academically, still at the end of the day want to see 
you do well.
What are you looking to do after graduation? I hope to 
stay in Maine and practice. Right now I would like to do 
work surrounding human trafficking, indigent legal defense, 
prisoner’s rights and juvenile outreach.
If you could tell a prospective student one thing about 
Maine Law, what would it be? Maine Law has a great 
network of faculty and professionals who are looking to 
support you through your education and your employment 
in the future. There is no better place to find connections and 
support than in a school that values you for not only your 
academic skill, but your interests and life experience.
What did you do prior to coming to Maine Law? I was 
heavily involved at USM, serving as a co-founder and 
president of USM’s Queer Straight Alliance, helping 
to organize and chairing the USM College Democrats, 
and serving as a student senator. The highlight of my 
undergraduate career was serving as USM’s first student 
vice-president.
Why did you choose to attend the University of 
Maine School of Law?  Many mentors and community 
members convinced me that Maine needed young 
people to stay in-state and lead. I also couldn’t find 
myself leaving Portland, a city I live in and love, nor 
could I leave such a beautiful state. 
What has been most helpful to you in making the 
adjustment to the life of a Maine Law Student? A culture 
of collaboration rather than competition. Beyond the glitz 
and glamour of fake legal dramas, the law, especially here 
in Maine, can be a profession grounded in compassion and 
concern for your own clients, the community, and even 
opposing counsel (most likely represented by a classmate 
or fellow Maine Law grad). 
What are you looking to do after graduation? I hate the 
word, but essentially lobbying and administrative, state, and 
local government law. I personally prefer to call it “white hat 
advocacy” or public interest lawyering, but, “You say tom-ay-
to, I say tom-ah-to.” 
For someone who is considering attending Maine Law, 
how would you describe the student community here? It’s 
collaborative. And, yes, it may be small but it really offers you 
an opportunity to breathe and not worry about whether the 
other person is looking to undercut you in class. Studying 
the law here is not a competition. Studying law here is about 
engaging with your professors and your fellow students to 
help each other better understand the law. 
What did you do prior to coming to Maine Law? I worked 
as a professor of wildlife ecology and conservation biology, 
high school principal, and as a systems analyst.
Why did you choose to attend the University of Maine 
School of Law? I immediately liked the people I talked to at 
the school. I liked the idea of attending a small law school 
and then practicing in the close-knit legal community in the 
state of Maine. Also, as a mom of three young kids, I was 
happy to know that there were a lot of families at Maine Law 
(students, faculty, and staff).
What has been most helpful to you in making the 
adjustment to the life of a Maine Law Student? My 
fellow students are awesome. They are smart, friendly and 
enthusiastic. When people ask me how I like law school, the 
first thing I always do is brag about my awesome classmates. 
The student groups, especially the Parents in Law group, 
have been a great way to get support and feel connected.  
The faculty and staff at Maine Law could not be more helpful 
and always welcome questions of all sorts.
What are you looking to do after graduation, and how 
has Maine Law helped to facilitate that goal? I wish I could 
answer this question more directly, especially since I will 
be graduating in 2016. But, many topics interest me. Maine 
Law has helped me to make lots of connections inside and 
outside the Law School. So whatever I decide to do after 
graduation, there will be people to reach out to help make 
it happen.
For someone who is considering attending Maine Law, 
how would you describe the student community here? 
The students here are friendly, smart, and hard-working. 
They say lots of interesting things in and out of class. They 
are also supportive and full of suggestions and advice on 
classes, job, etc.
Student Stories  |  Maine Law supporters make it possible
Kristina Rozan, ’16 
Berlin, New Jersey
Undergrad: Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology 
(mechanical engineering)
Marpheen Chann, ’17 
Naples, Maine 
Undergrad: University of 
Southern Maine  
(political science)
De’Anna Mills, ’17     
Aurora, Colorado
Undergrad: Metropolitan State 
University of Denver 
(criminal justice & criminology)
2014-15 Annual Support for the University of Maine School of Law
The Annual Philanthropy Report is a testament to the enthusiasm and loyalty of the University of Maine 
School of Law’s alumni and friends. Every gift matters, and this report demonstrates how our collective 
philanthropic synergy impacts the people and programs that define the Maine Law experience. Thank you 
for your generous support this past year! 
A look at how giving and endowment distributions impact overall expenditures:
262  Number of students
73%  Resident Students
27%  Non-Resident Students
49%  Males
51%  Females
12%  Student diversity
90%  Students receiving some 
           form of financial aid
$7,100  Average scholarship 
           awarded
■ Access and Affordability: $282,362
Student support, i.e. Scholarships, Fellowships, Awards and Loan Repayment 
Assistance
■ Program Support: $534,058
Gifts and grants for Clinical Programs, Student Experiential Learning, Student 
Publications, Student Groups and Student Life
■ Other Support: $131,350
Gifts supporting Maine Law Events, Faculty Quality and the Law Library
2015 BY THE NUMBERS
Scholarships/Fellowships
■ Endowment/Gift Funded
■ Base Budget
Operations/Event Support
■ Endowment/Gift Funded
■ Base Budget
Compensation
■ Endowment/Gift Funded
■ Base Budget
TOTAL GIFTS AND GRANTS: $947,770
Our Student Body in 2015
Maine Law’s
2015
expenditures
$8,165,184
Compensation
$3,844,314
Benefits
$1,642,094
Library
Acquisitions
$655,244
Scholarships
$1,273,631
Operations/
Event Support
$749,631
22%
78%
94%
92%
6%
8%
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2014-15 Board of Directors
2014-15 Board of Directors
University of Maine School of Law Foundation
Maine Law Alumni Association
Supporting
the Maine Law
Annual Fund
To make a gift to the 
Annual Fund, go to www.
mainelawcommunity.
org/give, or send your 
gift to the Maine Law 
Annual Fund, 246 
Deering Avenue, Portland, 
ME 04102. For more 
information contact the 
Advancement Office 
at 207-228-8411, or 
lawalum@maine.edu
Officers
Frank H. Bishop Jr. ’06 
President
Timothy P. McCormack ’01 
Vice-President
Victoria J. Silver ’12 
Secretary
Donna M. Ryan ’88 
Treasurer
Directors
Sarah E. Ashby ’02
Joseph W. Corrigan ‘00
Peter J. DeTroy III ’72 
Paul J. Greene ’07
Caileen Gamache ’07
Lindsay M. Hocking-Hauser ’07
Madeline Kenney Malisa ’09
Patrick C. Maxcy ’99
Jordan McColman ’08
Jarvis J. Parsons ’01
Russell B. Pierce ’91
Megan A. Sanders ’07
Philip R. Saucier ’04
Mackenzie Simpson ’12
Annabelle M. Steinhacker ’07
Ilse Teeters-Trumpy ’06
Hannah E. Zaitlin ’09
Ex Officio
Danielle M. Conway 
Dean and Professor
Sarah Schindler 
Professor 
Faculty Representative
Isabel Mullin 
President, Student Bar 
Association
Officers
Craig H. Nelson ’69 
President 
Jean M. Deighan ’76 
Vice-President
Eleanor M. Baker ’78 
Treasurer
Martha L. Casey ’82 
Secretary
Directors
Rosalyne Bernstein ’86
James M. Bowie ’77
Michael R. Currie ’80 
Peter J. DeTroy III ’72
Bernard M. Devine, Jr. ’87
Dr. Sandra Featherman
James A. Houle ’81
Colleen Khoury
Samuel A. Ladd III
Robert A. Laskoff ’70  
Peter C. McKenney ’77 
Paula D. Silsby ’76
Hon. Warren M. Silver
George R. Spann
Kenneth S. Spirer
Ira J. Waldman ’76
Ex Officio
Danielle M. Conway 
Dean and Professor
Frank H. Bishop, Jr. ’07 
President, Maine Law Alumni 
Association
Tina L. Simonetta Samuels 
Chief Staff Officer
University of Maine School of Law
and Maine Law Foundation Funds
Alumni Association Scholarship Fund
Richard H. Armstrong Scholarship
Henry N. Berry III Law Student Loan Fund
Cumberland Bar Association Fellowship
George P. Davenport Loan Fund
Mary Smith Dyer Fellowship Fund
Gignoux Special Collection Library Fund
Edward T. Gignoux Memorial Fund
Edward S. Godfrey Loan Fund
Merle W. Loper Loan Fund
Norwood Loan Fund
Maine Public Interest Fellowship Fund
Simmons Emergency Loan Fund
Endowed Funds
Non-Endowed Funds
American College of Trial Lawyers (ACTL) 
Trial Advocacy Fund
Kenneth and Marjorie C. Baird Memorial 
Scholarship
Dudley Baldwin Book Fund
Laurie L. Balmuth Scholarship Fund
Israel and Sumner Bernstein Memorial 
Scholarship Fund
Sumner T. Bernstein Professorship of Law
Bernstein District Court Fellowship Fund
William Bingham Scholarship Fund
Bride Family Fund for Business, 
Entrepreneurship and the Law
Class of 1971 Memorial Scholarship Fund
Class of 1973 Glassman Faculty Research 
Scholar Fund
Class of 1976 David D. Gregory Library 
Acquisition Fund
Class of 1979 David D. Gregory  
Scholarship Fund
Frank M. and Ruth Coffin Fund for Law and 
Public Service
Philip M. Dusini Scholarship Fund
Elliott Family Scholarship Fund
Richard H. Fay Memorial Scholarship Fund
Donald L. Garbrecht Law Library  
Endowment Fund
Justice Harry P. Glassman Memorial  
Scholarship Fund
Edward S. Godfrey Fund
Morris and Sylvia Greenberg Scholarship Fund
Charles A. Harvey Jr. Fellowship
Arlana K. and Pierce B. Hasler Memorial Fund
Justice for Women Lecture Fund
Horace S. Libby Memorial Fund
Libra Professorship Fund
Gov. James B. Longley Memorial  
Scholarship Fund
Merle W. Loper Fund for International Programs
Macdonald Family Scholarship Fund
Maine Law Foundation Professorship Fund
Maine Law Foundation Scholarship Fund
Maine State Bar Legal Education & Trust Fund
Vincent L. McKusick Diversity Fellowship
David Santee Miller Memorial Scholarship Fund
New Hampshire Scholarship Fund
Osher Scholarship Fund
Pierce Atwood Scholarship Fund
Roger A. Putnam Fellowship Fund
The Harold J. and Peter J. Rubin  
Scholarship Fund
Justice Abraham M. Rudman Scholarship Fund
Shur Frinsko Award for Municipal Law and 
Local Governance
Charles W. Smith Memorial Fund
Levi M. Stewart Fund
TD Banknorth Scholarship Fund
Thompson Fund
Vafiades Northern Lights Scholarship Fund
Verrill Dana Public Service Fellowship
Justice Elmer H. Violette Fund for  
International Programs
Violette/Lombard Scholarship Fund
Daniel E. Wathen Writing Prize
Wernick Legal Writing Prize
Betsy and Peter Wiley Scholarship Fund
Woodcock Family Scholarship Fund
Supporting
the Maine Law
Foundation
To make a gift to the
Maine Law Foundation, 
go to www.maine 
lawcommunity.org/give, 
or send your gift to the 
Maine Law Foundation, 
246 Deering Ave., 
Portland, ME 04102. For 
more information contact 
the Advancement Office 
at 207-228-8411, or 
lawalum@maine.edu
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Dean’s Circle
$10,000 and above
Laurie L. Balmuth ’80
Estate of Katherine Clancy O’Neill
Catherine A. Lee
Maine Bar Foundation
Maine Civil Legal Svcs Fund
Maine Farmland Trust, Inc.
Sam L. Cohen Foundation
Ira J. Waldman ’76
Leadership Circle
$5,000 to $9,999
Martha L. Casey ’82
Prof. Christopher M. Northrop
Perkins Thompson, PA
Portland Public Schools
John K. Veroneau ’89
Justice Society
$1,000 to $4,999
Rachael Alfond
Betsey M. Andersen
Aroostook County Bar Association
Dollie E. Ash
Eleanor M. Baker ’78
Baker Newman Noyes
Bangor Savings Bank
Barbri, Inc.
Bates College
Bidu Sayao Memorial  
Children’s Trust 
Hon. Daniel I. Billings ’03
Mary Jane Blaustein
James M. Bowie ’77 and  
Sarah Downs Bowie ’77
Stearns J. Bryant Jr. ’68
CIEE
Colby College
Dean Danielle Conway
A. Cressey ’88
Curtis Thaxter
Jean M. Deighan ’76 and  
Glen L. Porter ’78
Deighan Wealth Advisors
Peter J. DeTroy III ’72 and  
Mary R. Roy
Doyle & Nelson
Drummond Woodsum
Eaton Peabody in honor of  
Glen L. Porter upon his retirement
Sandra Featherman, Ph.D.
Robert S. Frank
Robert G. Frazier ’78
Jane and Whit Gallagher
Gorham Savings Bank
Steven A. Hammond ’77
Jonathan S. Handelman ’05
Hardy Wolf & Downing, PA
Harvard Pilgrim Health Care
Erik J. Heels ’95
Sherry F. Huber
J.B. Brown & Sons
Dean Colleen A. Khoury and  
David Karraker
Phillip M. Kilmister ’63 and 
Madeline A. Kilmister
Samuel A. Ladd III
Robert A. Laskoff ’70
Margaret Cushing Lavoie ’87
Deborah L. Aronson ’81, Joseph 
Bornstein, and Law Office  
of Joe Bornstein
Annmarie Levins ’83
Sandra Shannon Livingston ’96
Malcolm L. Lyons ’70
Joseph R. Mackey ’76
Macpage, LLC
Maine State Bar Association
Michael K. Martin ’89
Patrick C. Maxcy ’99
Nancy W. McBrady ’07
McCloskey Mina & Cunniff LLC
Timothy P. McCormack ’01
Peter C. McKenney ’77
Hon. John R. McKernan Jr. ’74
Microsoft Corporation 
Hon. Nancy Diesel Mills ’82 and  
S. Peter Mills III ’73
Robert A. Moore ’74
Muskie Fund for Legal Services
Robert A. Nagy ’72
Craig H. Nelson ’69
Norman Hanson & DeTroy, LLC 
in memory of Hon. Vincent L. 
McKusick
Robert V. O’Brien Jr. ’79
Dennis J. O’Donovan ’91 and  
Anne E. O’Donovan ’91
Francis J. O’Toole ’70
Pierce Atwood, LLP in memory of 
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Dean Peter R. Pitegoff and  
Ann Casady
Gregory W. Powell ’80
Roger A. Putnam
Roach Hewitt Ruprecht Sanchez  
& Bischoff, PC 
Hon. Paul L. Rudman
Rudman Winchell, LLC
Sherman’s Books & Stationery, Inc.
Hon. Paula D. Silsby ’76
Kenneth S. Spirer and  
Joan Leitzer, M.D.
James S. Stolley Jr. ’93
Thompson & Bowie, LLP
James E. Tierney ’74
Unum Matching Gifts Program
Hon. Vendean V. Vafiades ’85
Kurt E. Vragel Jr. ’73
Bing Wang ’94 in memory of  
Merle Loper
Justin B. Weiss ’06
Jane Costello Wellehan
Caroline Wilshusen ’07
Carol Wishcamper
Hon. John A. Woodcock Jr. ’76 
Prof. Jennifer Wriggins
Genrong Yu ’89 in memory of  
Merle Loper and David Gregory 
Dean Donald N. Zillman
Maine Law Partners
$500 to $999
Donald G. Alexander and  
Barbara Reid Alexander ’76
Hon. and Mrs. Thomas H. Allen
Androscoggin Savings Bank
Louise Arkel ’94
Hope Hall Augustini ’94 and 
Michael C. Augustini ’95
Ronald S. Battocchi ’74 and  
Mary T. Bell ’74
David L. Beam ’01
Ritchie E. Berger ’81
Monica M. Bigley ’91 and  
Andrew L. Black ’94
Robert J. Bocko ’85
Andre D. Bouffard ’86
Daniel E. Boxer
John W. Bride ’64
Ian M. Catlett ’00
Christian T. Chandler ’89
Roger A. Clement Jr. ’91 and  
Amy K. Tchao ’93
Robert H. Conkling ’96
Michael R. Currie ’80 and  
Leslie Gibbons
Bernard M. Devine Jr. ’87
Diane Dusini ’87
Estate of Wakine Tanous
Hon. Paul A. Fritzsche ’75
Barbara E. Gauditz ’87
Eleanor J. Goldberg
Kristin A. Gustafson ’87
John A. Hobson ’83
Geoffrey H. Hole ’72
J. Trevor Hughes ’95
Deborah A. Keefe ’77 and  
John E. Sedgewick ’77
Kelly Remmel & Zimmerman
Norman S. Kominsky ’94
Jana Lapoint
Hon. Kermit V. Lipez and  
Nancy C. Ziegler ’80
Prof. Jeffrey A. Maine
Steven McKenna ’08
Marcia Metcalf ’92
Charles E. Miller ’79 in honor of 
Dean Peter Pitegoff
Susan A. Pereira ’97
Petruccelli Martin & Haddow, LLP 
in memory of Hon. Vincent L. 
McKusick
Jonathan S. Piper ’76 
Hon. John H. Pursel ’70
Robert B. Ravenelle ’87
Alistair Y. Raymond ’06
Rising Tide Brewing Company
Donna M. Ryan ’88
Thomas L. Shaffer in honor of the 
six retiring faculty members
Lei Shi ’98
Bruce W. Smith ’84
Joanne B. Steneck ’87
F. Mark Terison ’78
Gary F. Thorne ’73
Marsha Weeks Traill ’80
Christine C. Vito, Ph.D. ’93
David Wainberg ’08
Jill M. Ward
Hon. Daniel E. Wathen ’65
Arlyn H. Weeks ’81
Judith A. Fletcher Woodbury ’80 
in memory of Hon. Vincent L. 
McKusick
Prof. Melvyn Zarr
Barry Zimmerman ’70
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Maine Law Advocates
Up to $499
Associate Dean Sherry L. Abbott ’04
Steven W. Abbott ’91
Amanda Q. Adams ’10
Beth N. Ahearn ’88
Kathryn Monahan Ainsworth ’76 
and Thomas Ainsworth ’74
Debritu Alamrew ’15
Jill P. Allen ’89
Ryan C. Almy ’14
Anthony R. Anaman ’93
Stephanie P. Anderson ’80
Charles S. Andrews ’69
John B. Andrews ’71
Judith Winter Andrucki ’79
Anonymous
Cushman D. Anthony and  
Karen Hart Anthony in memory of 
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Elyse Apantaku ’12
Jennifer A. Archer ’00 and  
Miles F. Archer ’00
Prof. Angela Crossman Arey ’05
Ashley Elizabeth Arra ’13
Sarah E. Ashby ’02
Emily G. Atkins ’16
Amber R. Attalla ’16
Robert H. Avaunt ’73
Babette Bryan Bach ’80
S. Campbell Badger ’92 and  
Juliet Holmes-Smith ’98
Timothy J. Bailey ’99
Col. John E. Baker ’79 in honor of 
the Maine Law Faculty
Madge Baker ’75
Elise Baldacci ’12 and  
Devin Deane ’12
Samuel J. Baldwin ’15
Aaron K. Baltes ’98 
Prof. Dmitry Bam
John R. Bass II ’78
Capt. James W. Bass ’06
Gretchen M. Bath ’81
Heidi A. Bean ’89
Edmond J. Bearor ’88 and  
Jane E. Skelton ’88
Hon. John B. Beliveau
Vickie Caron Bell ’91
Tory E. Bell ’15
Lisa Fitzgibbon Bendetson ’94 and 
Eric Bendetson ’94
David R. Beneman ’85
Timothy P. Benoit ’85
Thomas Bergeron ’11
Charles C. Bering ’79
Louise A. Berlin ’95
Andrew J. Bernstein ’80 in memory 
of Sumner Bernstein
Rosalyne S. Bernstein ’86
Brenda Berry
Richard N. Berry
Lisa Raymond Bertonazzi ’84 and 
Gregg Bertonazzi ’84
Ellen S. Best ’81
Alison Beyea ’97
Michael T. Bigos ’03
Tristan E. Birkenmeier ’13
Frank H. Bishop Jr. ’07
Eric Bither ’12
Hon. Christine A. Bither ’89
Jonathan A. Block ’92
Elizabeth P. Boardman ’15
Boeing Employees Credit Union
Boeing Matching Gift Program
Steven A. Boileau ’85
Karen L. Bolmer
Kimberly Murphy Bolton ’04
Emma E. Bond ’12
L. Clinton Boothby ’99
Bennett Boskey
Michael R. Bosse ’96
Sarah McCready Boston ’03
Timothy H. Boulette ’99
Hon. George N. Bowden ’74
Matthew D. Bowe ’05
Jacob F. Bowie ’15
Elizabeth L. Boynton ’74
Thomas C. Bradley ’92
Margaret R. Brann ’88
Christina Valar Breen ’91
Robert S. Briggs ’73
Laura L. Briggs ’77
Hon. William S. Brodrick ’72
Elizabeth M. Brogan ’87 and 
Jonathan W. Brogan ’85
David A. Bronson ’74
William R. Brooks ’74
Edward A. Brown ’87
Christine A. Bruenn ’87
Ricky L. Brunette ’76
Virgilia W. Bryant ’00
Jamie L. Bryant ’16
Mohamad Bsat ’15
Alexander Bubier ’16
Deborah A. Buccina ’81
Brenda M. Buchanan ’90
Crystal L. Bulges ’00
Mary J. Burdwood in memory of 
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Robert A. Burgess ’79
Christine F. Burke ’93
Prof. E. James Burke
M. Thomasine Burke ’90
Parke A. Burmeister ’10
Natalie L. Burns ’87
Molly Butler Bailey ’06
John P. Caccamo in honor of the 
marriage of Jim Rudman and 
Mary Porreca
Paul W. Cadigan ’90
Michael Cahill ’11
Rutherford B. Campbell Jr.
Matthew E. Campbell ’91
John S. Campbell ’80
Hon. Michael P. Cantara ’81 in 
honor of David Gregory
Nicolle Graham Carbone ’05 and 
Bradley James Graham ’04
Ann Linden Carlisle in memory of 
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Bruce A. Carrier ’82
Everett B. Carson ’77
Danylle M. Carson ’15
Hon. Gene Carter in memory of 
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Edgar S. Catlin III ’81
Alexandra E. Caulfield ’91
Kristina Cerniauskaite ’11
Paul W. Chaiken ’74
Peter L. Chandler ’76
Robert Checkoway ’76
E. Michael Chiaparas ’79
Chubb & Son
Cynthia T. Churchill ’84
Jeffery J. Clark ’80
Braden M. Clement ’13
Alice E. Clifford ’88 and  
Terence M. Harrigan ’88
Hon. Robert W. Clifford
Peter Clifford ’91 and  
Stephanie Perkins Clifford ’92
Mark A. Cloutier ’81
James F. Cloutier ’79
Teresa M. Cloutier ’96
Prof. David P. Cluchey
Jeremy Cluchey
Philip M. Coffin III ’81 and Susan 
E. Peck ’81
Hon. Roland A. Cole ’68
Joanne F. Cole ’81
Amber R. Collins ’11
Eric I. Collins ’14
Joanne Dugan Colvin ’89
Bodie Colwell ’11
J. Michael Conley III ’70
Gerard P. Conley Jr. ’79
Marsha Osgood Connors ’95 and 
Joseph Connors ’97
Gwendolyn Conway
William H. Coogan Ph.D. ’88 and 
Kim Matthews ’75
Susan Corrente ’89
Joseph W. Corrigan ’00
Andrew Cotter ’15
Carmen L. Coulombe ’77
Abigail Couture ’15
Theodore S. Coxe Jr. ’92
Dan Coyne ’05 and  
Stephanie Williams ’05
Paula M. Craighead ’80 and 
Michael E. Saucier ’78
Jill S. Cramer ’15
Kevin T. Crilly ’88
2015 Commencement: 77 graduates
The University of Maine School of Law awarded J.D. degrees to 77 students, and 
post-professional LL.M. degrees to three students on May 16, 2015, at a commencement 
ceremony held at Merrill Auditorium in Portland.
Tom Allen, former six-term U.S. Congressman from Maine, was the keynote speaker. 
Allen encouraged the graduates to think about the legacies they will leave in the world, 
based on virtues such as kindness, courage, honesty, and the depth of their personal and 
professional relationships.
Honorable Janet Mills, Maine’s first woman Attorney General, received the 2015 L. 
Kinvin Wroth Award for distinguished service as an alum. Graduating student Elizabeth 
Boardman of Granville, Ohio, was the student speaker.
Philip D. Cross ’86
Denis T. Culley ’03
Geoffrey K. Cummings ’82
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Richmond 
Cushing
Mr. and Mrs. David L. Cutler in 
honor of the marriage of  
Jim Rudman and Mary Porreca
Cheryl J. Cutliffe ’12
Hon. Howard H. Dana Jr.
William W. Darrow Jr. ’81
Lynne Davies ’08
Prof. Christine S. Davik
Stephanie F. Davis ’04
Joanna Bridges Davis ’15
Edward F. Day Jr. ’73
Thaddeus V. Day ’97
Kevin James Decker ’14
Michelene Decrow
Ann Deering and family in memory 
of Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Diana C. DeJesus ’13
Hon. and Mrs. Thomas E. 
Delahanty II ’70 in memory of 
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Pardis Delijani ’15
Prof. Orlando E. Delogu in memory 
of Pierce Hasler
Donna M. Demmons
Justin Charles DePre ’14
Dawn M. DiBlasi ’03
David A. DiMuzio ’73
Arthur R. Dingley, D.O. ’77
Michael P. Dixon ’11
Morse W. Doane ’97
Hon. Beth Dobson ’80 and  
Paul Driscoll ’81
Gregory J. Domareki Jr. ’02
Melissa Mary-Grace Donahue ’14
Kristen R. Dorion ’15
Donnelly S. Douglas ’78
Hon. Wayne R. Douglas ’79
Susanni Douville
Thomas R. Downing ’78 and 
Margaret R. Downing ’78
Jon R. Doyle ’61
Robert G. Driscoll ’76
Stephen F. Dubord ’73
R. Terrance Duddy ’80
Neale A. Duffett ’80
Michael Dumas ’16
Mark E. Dunlap ’75 and  
Martha Dunlap ’80
Patricia McDonough Dunn ’76
William R. Dunn ’79
Lorelle Londis Dwyer ’05
Mary Lou Dyer ’80
Daniel James Eccher ’14
Aria Eee ’94
Hon. E. Paul Eggert ’78
Isabel B. Ekman ’14
Robert L. Ellis Jr. ’86
Andrew D. Ellis ’05
Richard C. Engels
Ronald A. Epstein ’77 and  
Eileen M.L. Epstein ’78
Elliott L. Epstein ’78
Lauren H. Epstein ’04
David J. Evans ’78
John C. Everett Jr. ’76
Rose M. Everitt ’98
Genevieve Watson Faherty ’04
Todd C. Fahey ’93 and Lois Fahey
Katherine J. Faragher Houghton ’97
Katharine M. Faust ’05
Deborah A. Fauver ’90
Edward F. Feibel ’82
Peter C. Felmly ’03
Hancock Griffin Fenton ’13
T. Angus Ferguson ’93
Hon. Joseph H. Field ’76
Julia A. Finn ’90 and  
A. Robert Ruesch ’90
Mark J. Fischler ’97
Geoffrey M. FitzGerald ’85
David T. Flanagan
Greg Flattich
Martin J. Foley ’78
Lauren C. Folsom ’84 and  
Edmund R. Folsom ’84
Fore Street Gallery
Gregory L. Foster ’73
Katie Renee Foster ’16
Jeanne A. Foy ’90 and  
William B. Scarpelli ’91
Gregg R. Frame ’00
Elizabeth M. Frazier ’15
Tamlyn Margaret Frederick ’13
Marc N. Frenette ’01
Carter Friend
Cornelia Fuchs ’90
Heidi Gage
Sara B. Gagne-Holmes ’01 and 
William B. Gagne-Holmes ’06
M. Elizabeth Gallie ’87
Caileen Gamache ’08
Nell-Garwood M. Garvey ’06
N. Paul Gauvreau ’75
Sarah Gayer ’08 and  
Daniel Gayer ’10
Tracey L. Geary ’92
Sidney H. Geller ’63
Genworth Foundation
Benjamin Gideon
Janet Gilligan
Kenneth F. Ginder ’78 and  
Claire Adami Ginder ’91
Donna M. Gingerella ’84
Phyllis G. Givertz ’74
Givertz Scheffee & Lavoie, PA
Jenna M. Glenn ’13
Sarah Elizabeth Glidden ’16
Jonathan L. Goldberg ’97
David A. Goldman ’06
Mary Jane Good ’99
Paul R. Gosselin ’76
Ward I. Graffam ’67
Martha A. Grant ’81
Alice L. Grant
Nicole Lindsey Gray ’13
Jennifer Burns Gray ’96
Katherine Greason ’79
Paul J. Greene ’07
Michael H. Griffin ’73
Katherine E. Griffin ’08
Elizabeth Eddy Griffin ’92 and 
Henry W. Griffin ’91
Margaret S. Groban
Colton Gross ’17
Renee A. C. Guignard ’98
John W. Gulliver in memory of 
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
James W. Gunson ’95
Hon. James B. Haines Jr.
Kevin R. Haley ’94
Clarke C. Hambley Jr. ’74
Harold C. Hamilton II ’76 and  
Hon. Margaret J. Kravchuk ’76
Devens Hamlen ’05
Melissa Hamlin ’15
Cyrus and Mary Hamlin
John L. Hammond ’75
Evan M. Hansen ’84
Danielle R. Hansen ’16
Lorna J. Harmuth ’91
Heidi J. Hart ’07
Whitney N. Harvey in memory of 
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Andrew Hastings ’10
Fred W. Hathaway ’85
Reid Hayton-Hull ’10 and  
Nathaniel Hull ’09
Julie Healy ’15
S. Warren Heaton Jr. ’10
Merrill Henderson in memory of 
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Peter C. Herbst ’73
Kathryn Christine Herman ’13
Rebecca C. Hershey ’07
David L. Herzer Jr. ’92 and  
Dana Gillespie Herzer ’00
Stephen Hessert ’77
Willis E. Higgins
Michael H. Hill ’88
Andrew C. Hill ’15
Aram Hintlian Jr. in honor of the 
marriage of Jim Rudman and 
Mary Porreca
Jameson Hobbs ’11
Lindsay M. Hocking-Hauser ’07
Elizabeth Harris Hoffman ’08 and 
Kelly M. Hoffman ’08
Katie Rose Hollstrom ’13
Mary L. Holm ’84
Virginia Lee Holt ’93
James A. Houle ’81
Colin E. Howard ’11
Prof. H. Cabanne Howard
William H. Howison ’75
Andre J. Hungerford ’02
Jack C. Hunt ’73
James C. Hunt ’85
Susan E. Hunter ’76
Anne LaCombe Huntington ’86 and 
Jonathan B. Huntington ’87
Kaitlyn Husar ’15
Stephen P. Hyde ’77
Christine Iaconeta ’96
Patricia M. Ianni ’95
Jebediah Foundation
Dina A. Jellison ’92 and  
John J. Wall III ’92
Rupert J. Jennings III ’80 in 
memory of Horace S. Libby
Jessica McKeegan Jensen ’92
Michelle Bushey Jensen ’93
Bruce M. Jervis ’77
Norine C. Jewell ’87
Rendle A. Jones ’67
Robert A. Jutras ’88
Janet K. Kantz ’91
William S. Kany ’84
Donna M. Katsiaficas ’84 and 
James N. Katsiaficas ’84
Hon. William J. Kayatta Jr.
Kenneth D. Keating ’91
Daniel P. Keenan Jr. ’16
Mary N. Kellett ’92
John N. Kelly
Thomas R. Kelly ’92
Karen G. Kingsley ’79
Edward W. Klein ’79
Joseph M. Klenk in memory of 
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Michael Korniczky
Lauren M. Kousaie ’16
Jennifer Lee Kruszewski ’05
Nancy Coffin Kurtz
David A. Kurtz ’16
William O. LaCasse ’83
Peter William Lacy ’13
Michelle Jodoin LaFond ’86
R. Howard Lake ’78
Landis Arn & Jaynes, PA
Matthew E. Lane ’09
Leonard W. Langer ’79
Elizabeth LaPierre ’09
Alexander D. Latendresse ’14
Mark W. Lawrence ’90
Kate Lawrence ’09 and  
Johnathan Nathans ’12
Charles K. Leadbetter ’72
Thomas G. Leahy ’74
Alexander Leddy ’95
Lisa Morang Leighton ’98
John G. Lemoine ’88
Patricia A. Lerwick, M.D. ’90
Alan J. Levenson ’59
LexisNexis
Valerie Libby
Bruce A. Libby ’64
Matthew K. Libby ’12
Frederick L. Lipp ’91
Susan H. Livingston ’88 in honor 
of Diane Dusini, Maine Bar 
President
Deborah N. Lorenzen
F. Todd Lowell ’94
Hon. John B. Lucy ’90 and  
Allison C. Lucy ’91
William N. Lund ’80
Prof. Lois Lupica
Faye E. Luppi ’85
Kyle T. MacDonald ’09
Andrew B. MacLean ’91
Ignatius MacLellan ’85
Hugh G.E. MacMahon
Lisa Magnacca ’12
Maine Supreme Judicial Court 
in memory of Hon. Vincent L. 
McKusick
Pasquale F. Maiorino ’73
Jane Makela
John P. Maley ’68
Madeline Kenny Malisa ’09
Hon. Bruce C. Mallonee
Thomas F. Malone Jr. ’74
Jonathan T. Mann ’94
Carter H. Manny III
Barbara J. Mantegani ’80 in 
memory of Sheila Fine ’80
Sarah J.I. Marble ’03 in honor of the 
Maine Law Faculty
Nancy V. Savage Marcus ’91
Thomas P. Marczak ’08
Thomas S. Marjerison ’93
Daniel W. Marra ’02
Carol A. Martel ’92
Simone D. Masse ’84
Cdr. Kent W. Mathews ’71
Colleen A. Mathews ’07
Patricia A. McAllister ’04
Janet C. McCaa
Sherry McCall
Jordan D. McColman ’08
M. Jean McDevitt ’01
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Darcie N. McElwee ’98
Peggy L. McGehee-Horton ’80
Bruce A. McGlauflin ’96
Sharon Lawrence McHold ’83
Mrs. and Mr. Denise H. McKelvey 
in honor of the marriage of  
Jim Rudman and Mary Porreca
Kimball R. McMullin ’74 and  
Lisa M. McMullin ’75
Zachary Frank McNally ’16
Paul S. McNamara ’69
Patricia B. McNamara ’92
Mary McQuillen
Marjorie Murray Medd
Carlos Medina ’17
Sarah Meredith ’17
Samuel H. Merrill ’75
Bruce M. Merrill
Robyn Merrill ’08
Peter A. Meyer ’84
Elaine M. Michaud ’93
Peter P. Michaud ’77
Connie Fern Miller ’75
William J. Milliken ’92
Stephanie J. Mills ’05
Paul H. Mills ’77
Hon. Elizabeth H. Mitchell ’05
Sally L. Mitchell
Ann H. Mohnkern ’79
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Moody Jr. 
in memory of Hon. Vincent L. 
McKusick
Clifford J. Moore Jr. ’84
Alexandra M. Moras
Matthew D. Morgan ’12
Stephen W. Moriarty ’78
Stephen G. Morrell ’78
Aaron Wilcox Mosher ’13
MotivAction
Hon. Richard W. Mulhern ’85
Lawrence J. Mullen ’81
Marcy A. Muller ’06
Isabel Inga Mullin ’16
Sarah S. Murdough ’94
Linda B. Murphy
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Murphy
Sara A. Murphy ’14
Karen Murphy
Michael W. Murphy ’88
Peter L. Murray
Hon. Ann M. Murray ’82
Katherine M. Murray ’00
Hon. Robert E. Murray Jr. ’88
Tina H. Nadeau ’10
Jeffrey A. Nathanson ’87
Hon. Mary P. Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard M. Nelson
Patricia A. Nelson-Reade ’88
David B. Neumeyer ’79
Jeremiah D. Newbury
Hon. John C. Nivison II ’85
Matthew Nolan ’11
William S. Norbert ’95
Prof. Charles Norchi in honor of the 
six retiring faculty members
Douglas A. Northrop in honor of 
Prof. Christopher Northrop
Timothy H. Norton ’88
Edward D. Noyes III in memory of 
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Murrough H. O’Brien ’75 in 
memory of Hon. Vincent L. 
McKusick
Mary Frances O’Brien ’03
Juliana O’Brien ’15
Orla C. O’Callaghan ’96
Gail Ogilvie ’77
M. Katherine Lynch O’Grady ’02
Laura M. O’Hanlon ’92
Charles W. Olcott ’03
Amy Kay Olfene ’14
John Opperman
Amanda Pitkin O’Reilly ’98
Michael J. O’Toole ’85
Allison M. Ouellet ’13
Marc C. Owen ’73
Prof. David Owen
Oxford Hills Law
Kimberly A. Pacelli ’11
Gwen Page ’15 
Chancellor James Page
Wendy J. Paradis ’90
Suzanne P. Parent
Jeffrey B. Parsons ’02
Bradford A. Pattershall ’99
Brice C. Paul ’98
Patricia A. Peard ’88
Tiffany L. Pearson-Bond ’12
Richard M. Peirce ’71 in memory of 
Dean Edward S. Godfrey
John D. Pelletier ’85
Leslie W. Person
Gerald F. Petruccelli in memory of 
Dean Edward S. Godfrey
Kendall Philbrick ’15
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Picker Jr.
Russell B. Pierce Jr. ’91
Agnieszka Anna Pinette ’13
Julia G. Pitney ’06
Ruth E. Plagenhoef ’80
James D. Poliquin ’81 and  
Beth Anne Poliquin ’82
Thomas J. Poulin ’88
Hon. Keith A. Powers ’73
Victoria Powers ’89
Harvey Prager ’94
Charles R. Priest ’74
Roger P. Prince ’85
Pamela Prodan ’92
Maureen P. Quinlan
Kay and Matt Ralston
Kayla A. Ramsay
Lillian Ransom
Katherine Lanman Rayne ’09 and 
Jason Rayne ’09
Patrick Redding ’15
Rachel L. Reeves ’01
Deborah Shaw Rice ’76
Hon. John Hubbard Rich III
Kimberly Richardson ’09
Barbara F. Riegelhaupt
Tracy J. Roberts ’09
Amy T. Robidas ’07
Cassandra Rodgers ’16
Harry A. and Tina E. Rogoff
Prof. Martin A. Rogoff
Neil Rolde
Caitlin Regan Ross ’14
Erin E. Rounds ’16
Roderick R. Rovzar ’73
Andrew I. Rudman in honor of the 
marriage of Jim Rudman and 
Mary Porreca
Ellsworth T. Rundlett III ’73
Geoffrey A. Rushlau ’79
Christopher C. Rushlau ’01
Hon. Ronald D. Russell ’72
Thomas A. Russell ’79
Mark J. Russo ’02
James Saffian ’91
Cushing Pagon Samp ’77 and 
Frederick S. Samp ’75
Taylor Sampson ’15
Andrew R. Sarapas ’98
Joanne S. Sataloff ’77
Mary M. Sauer ’94
Steven G. Saunders ’92
Mary L. Schendel ’76
Prof. Sarah Schindler
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Schlucter in 
honor of the marriage of 
Jim Rudman and Mary Porreca
Beth Bernstein Schneider in honor 
of Roz Bernstein
Tina Schneider
Hon. Louis Scolnik
Patrick J. Scully ’84
Rebecca Warren Seel ’78
Jeffrey Shafto ’10
Neeli Shah ’08
Melinda P. Shain ’98
Conor Shankman ’15
Kellie Shannon
Henry I. Shanoski ’98
Justin G. Sharaf ’65
Barbara G. Shaw ’94
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan E. Shaw
Janee Shaw ’80
Laura Shaw ’15
Stephen H. Shea ’16
Heidi E. Shealy ’92
Robert A. Shepard in memory of 
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Adam Sherman ’06
Bruce N. Shibles ’87
Richard A. Shinay ’80
Jaime Shorter ’17
Molly Watson Shukie ’09
Bradley P. Sica Jr. ’15
Kirk G. Siegel ’97
Victoria J. Silver ’12
Tina Simonetta Samuels
Gwendolyn Simons ’05
MacKenzie P. Simpson ’12
Hon. George Z. Singal
Paula N. Singer ’78
Richard J. Sirois in memory of  
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
John W. Sitarz ’72
Joseph C. Siviski ’12
‘Showdown of the Deans’ tennis match raises  
scholarship funds for students
In June 2015, days before Dean 
Peter Pitegoff formally turned over 
the reins of the Maine Law dean-
ship to Dean Danielle Conway, the 
two squared off in the “Showdown 
of the Deans,” an exhibition tennis 
event that added a playful twist to 
the law school’s annual fundraising 
campaign. 
Pitegoff and Conway, both avid 
tennis players and fans of the game, 
played on Sunday, June 21, at the 
Woodlands Club in Falmouth. Al-
though Conway got out to an excel-
lent start, Pitegoff rallied and took home the first Dean’s Cup. Maine Law solicited votes, 
at $20 apiece, for ‘Team Pitegoff’ and ‘Team Conway.’ The school also offered court side 
seats and other perks to donors. As the state’s public law school, Maine Law relies on do-
nations from alumni, friends, and businesses to fund scholarships and to support programs, 
easing the financial burden for students.
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Louis, Lucy and Lena Asali
Rosalyne S. Bernstein ’86
Bernstein Shur
Jill L. Berry
Jean L. Bertrand and  
Anthony B. Leuin
Julie Watson Boehme
Daniel E. Boxer and Sara K. Boxer
Hugh B. Bright Jr. 
George F. Burns
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund N. Cadorette
Lorraine L. Carpenter
Linda Carr
Hon. David M. Cohen and  
Janis Cohen ’80
George Baer Connard Jr. 
Dd Swan Consulting
Theresa DeWitt and Kevin DeWitt
John C. Endahl and family
Peter C. Fessenden ’74
Dr. and Mrs. Edward M. Friedman
F. Paul Frinsko ’69
Terrence D. Garmey and  
Madeleine S. Garmey
Susan J. Gibbons
Dr. and Mrs. Stuart G. Gilbert
Daphne H. Glassman
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome F. Goldberg
Mr. and Mrs. Jay R. Goldstein
Mr. and Mrs. Herb Gorenstein
David L. Gray
Gordon F. Grimes and  
Anne R. Grimes
Leonard Gulino and  
Barbara A. Gulino
Mr. and Mrs. Steven S. Hill
Dorothy C. Hoy and Skip Hoy
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Israel
Renee Christine Kelley
Ralph I. Lancaster Jr. and  
Mary Lou Lancaster
Richard P. LeBlanc
Mr. and Mrs. Michael G. Leff
Ralph Levoy and Tara Joel
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Levy
Nicole Lopez
Karen B. Lovell ’79 and  
Marston D. Lovell
William A. Lowell
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Luke III 
Malcolm L. Lyons ’70
Charles E. Miller ’79 and Elinor G. 
Miller
Daniel J. Mitchell ‘96 and Carolyn 
DeGrinney Mitchell ’96
M. Denise Moretz
Diane Moyer
Peter L. Murray
Hon. Mary P. Nelson and  
Kenneth Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. O’Hara Jr. 
Ann L. Orkin
Owens-Illinois Charities Foundation
Mr. and Mrs. John M.R. Paterson
Joseph Prabhu and Betty Bamberg
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey E. Prawer
Roger A. Putnam
Bruce L. Ruben
Susan K. Saffer and Jeffrey M. 
Saffer, M.D.
Nola Joyce Safro
Camille F. Sarrouf
Sue A. Sikkema
Hon. George Z. Singal and 
Ruthanne S. Singal
Samuel M. Singal and Lori K. Sapir 
Singal
Stuart A. Small and  
Cynthia S. Small
Jennifer Studebaker, W.G. Watkins 
and Trey Watkins 
Barbara J. Stutz
Harry F. Tappen
Prof. Jeffrey A. Thaler and Karen 
Massey
 The Lunder Foundation
 Thompson & Bowie, LLP
Michael P. Thornton
Mr. and Mrs. David J. Turitz
 Vandeventer Black LLP
Andru H. Volinsky and  
Amy R. Goldstein
Suzie von Reyn
Mr. and Mrs. William A. 
Warmington
Peter B. Webster and  
Margie Webster
Mr. and Mrs. Mark E. Ziessman
In 1995, the Justice Harold J. Rubin Scholarship Fund was established at the University of Maine School of Law. Judge 
Rubin was a trial attorney in Bath, Maine, for nearly 30 years 
and served as a Justice of the Superior Court in Maine for 15 
years. The fund established to honor his memory was initially 
created with gifts from Judge Rubin’s wife, Dorothy M. Rubin, 
and from his two children, Peter J. Rubin and Adelle S. Rubin. 
Income from the fund goes to rising third-year students at 
Maine Law who show skill and commitment to trial practice.
In April 2015, the family mourned the passing of Peter J. 
Rubin. Peter practiced law with Bernstein Shur in Portland 
for more than 40 years, rising to become its president and the 
senior member of its litigation group.
He was a close friend to the Law School. In honor of his 
life, the scholarship fund bearing his father’s name has been 
amended, and is now the Harold J. and Peter J. Rubin Schol-
arship Fund. 
The following individuals and entities honored the lives 
of Justice Harold J. Rubin and/or Peter J. Rubin in 2014-15 
with a gift to the scholarship fund:
Harold J. and Peter J. Rubin Scholarship Fund
Prof. Deirdre M. Smith ’94
Charles Walter Smith Jr. ’73
Irene Sidor Smith ’83
Steven R. Smith ’81
K.E. M. Smith
Gregory H. Smith ’73
Autherine Smith
Timothy D. Smith ’95
Kaighn Smith Jr. ’86 and  
Audrey Maynard
Robert H. Smith ’03
Frances Dee Smith
Terry N. Snow ’73
Tammie Snow ’14
Ari Solotoff ’15
Joshua E. Spooner ’00 and  
Loralie M. Spooner ’02
Kristin St. Peter ’00
Ivan Staev
Hon. Valerie Stanfill ’85
Wendy Moulton Starkey ’03
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas M. Stathakes 
in honor of the marriage of  
Jim Rudman and Mary Porreca
Jennifer S. Sternick ’90
William T. Stewart ’74
Phillip J. Stiles ’79
Elizabeth F. Stout ’90
Frank S. Strout II in memory of 
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Joan Sturmthal ’86
Kimberlie Jo Sweet ’96
Torrey A. Sylvester ’70
Nathan S. Szanton ’90
Annee H. Tara ’73
Carol Taylor
Daniel A. Taylor ’15
Ilse Teeters-Trumpy ’06
Prof. Jeffrey A. Thaler
Louise K. Thomas ’77
Sarah Allison Thornton ’76 in 
memory of Charles A. Harvey, Jr.
Patrick D. Thornton ’07
Martha A. Timothy in memory of 
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Laura E. Tobin ’92
Karen L. Tolusic ’00
Hon. Nancy Torresen
Hon. Frederick Torrisi ’74
Alison Tozier ’15
Brendan Trainor ’05
Carly Traub ’15
Colleen P. Tucker ’84
Hon. Ralph L. Tucker Jr. ’74
Anna Astvatsaturian Turcotte ’03 
and John A. Turcotte ’00
Michael F. Vaillancourt ’00
Anne W. Van Lonkhuyzen ’73
Derek Van Volkenburgh
Edwinna C. Vanderzanden ’84
Vincent P. Veroneau ’06
Verrill Dana, LLP
Assistant Dean Nicole Vinal
Stephen W. Wagner ’15
Benjamin Wahrer ’15
Heather Seasonwein Walker ’01
Alexander J. Wall ’06 in honor of the 
dedicated faculty of Maine Law
Shawn P. Walsh ’13
Prof. Nancy A. Wanderer ’90 and 
Susan Sanders in honor of  
Prof. Deirdre Smith and in honor 
of Christine Iaconeta, Garbrecht 
Law Library Director
Joseph A. Wannemacher ’77
Matthew P. Ward
Mr. and Mrs. Jordan Warshafsky 
in honor of the marriage of Jim 
Rudman and Mary Porreca
Peter B. Webster in memory of  
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Kathie S. Weibel ’73
Prof. Anna Welch
Kari Wells-Puckett ’09
Hon. Joyce A. Wheeler
David A. Wheeler
Jeffrey M. White in memory of 
Hon. Vincent L. McKusick
Laura H. White ’06
Lisa W. D. Whittier ’05
Alexander Reginald Willette ’14
Cindy L. Wilson ’04
Maggy Wolf
Prof. Sara Wolff
Martin C. Womer ’97
Gary C. Wood ’75
Reeve Wood ’12
Debbie Woodbury
Elizabeth C. Woodcock ’88
Timothy C. Woodcock ’77
Natasha Woodland ’03
Shane Wright ’05
Dean L. Kinvin Wroth in honor of 
the six retiring faculty members
Jean D. Wulff ’93
Kerry Jane Wyler
Christopher A. Wyskiel ’80
Yiping Yang ’92 in memory of 
Merle Loper
Lawrence Yang ’07
Anne B. Zill
LEGACIES
The Judge and 
The Law STudenT
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Judge Frank B. Clancy never met law student Dan Keenan. They weren’t even born in the same century. But across the 
years, the legacy of one is having a direct impact on the other.
Clancy, who left school after eighth grade to support his 
family by working in a foundry, aspired to higher education 
and public service. He followed a rigorous program of self-
education until he could go no further on his own. The Maine 
College of Law – the predecessor to the modern-day University 
of Maine School of Law – saw his potential and took a chance 
on admitting him. Upon earning his degree in 1910, Clancy re-
turned to New Hampshire, where he became a trusted lawyer, 
municipal judge, and one of the most respected civic leaders in 
the history of Nashua.
Fast forward to 2015.Through her estate plan, Katherine 
Clancy O’Neill, the judge’s daughter, made a generous bequest 
to the University of Maine School of Law, honoring Maine 
Law’s role in her family history. Her gift is being used today to 
keep a public legal education accessible and affordable. 
Dan Keenan, a member of the Maine Law class of 2016, is 
a Clancy Scholar.
“This past summer I interned for Judge Sawako Gardner, 
of the Portsmouth Circuit Court, as well as for a local attor-
ney in Portsmouth. I’m a representative for my class within 
the School’s Student Bar Associa-
tion and active in a number of clubs, 
including the Student Ambassador 
Program for current and prospective 
students,” he said.
Judge Clancy and Katherine Clancy 
O’Neill never met Dan or the countless 
other Maine Law students who will 
benefit from their legacy. Their belief in 
the University of Maine School of Law 
inspired the Clancy family to give oth-
ers a chance, just as the Maine College 
of Law did for the judge. Please, join 
them. Invest in the future by including 
Maine Law in your estate plans. 
Bequests, gifts of life insurance, 
and retirement plan assets are ways to honor the tradition and 
ensure that Maine Law continues to provide a quality legal edu-
cation to students from Maine and beyond.
To start the conversation, please contact the Office of Ad-
vancement and External Affairs at 207-228-8411, or lawalum@
maine.edu. Learn more online at mainelaw.maine.edu/giving/
University of Maine School of Law Dean 
Danielle Conway (left) and Martha E. O’Neill, 
granddaughter of Judge Frank B. Clancy.
Dan Keenan,
Clancy Scholar
Judge Frank B. Clancy
The Clancy family’s belief in Maine Law 
inspired them to give others a chance, 
just as the Maine College of Law did  
for Judge Frank B. Clancy.
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